
 

PACT = agreement between individuals to meet and work together 

for the good of Polonia, Poland and the US. 

Acronym for Polish Americans' Cooperating Teams 

PACT’21 - Meeting #1 

These meetings are to exchange info and ideas + work on implementation of plans 

PACT’s mission is to strengthen the importance of Polonia (wzmocnić znaczenie Polonii) 

 Thursday – January 1, 2021   3 – 6:20 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Halina, Edmund, John, Krzysiek, Richard, Tomek, Wiesiek, Zbyszek  

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

I am happy to announce that we have a new member in our group, Tomek Kącki.  Also, I must mention 
about John Cebrowski who recently has joined us and who brings lots of positive energy,   

The lecture for students about Katyń was our main topic of this meeting. 

There were proposals to invite or consult known historians to prepare this one and eventually other 
lectures. After thinking this over we chose much faster and practical way which however will require lots 
of effort from us. 

We slowly read and corrected the text, prepared by Zbyszek. Most likely lessons about crimes 
committed by Russians and Germans against the Polish nation will have to be separated (Draft #2 is 
attached). 

 Recommended:  

Wstrząsaąca relacja jeńca wojennego (od Krzyśka) , Shocking account of a prisoner of war (with English 

subtitles ):  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnxxp5aCqTY  

Next meeting: this Thursday, 1-14-21 at 7 PM EST 

AGENDA  >    We will work on Lecture about Katyń    

zk, 1-12-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

PACT’21 - Meeting #2 

 Thursday – January 14, 2021   7 – 11:27 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, John, Krzysiek, Richard, Tomek, Teofil, Zbyszek 

 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnxxp5aCqTY


 

The lecture for students about Katyń was our main topic of this meeting. 

(Draft #3 is attached). 

 Recommended: 

Links about Polonia in Texas (received from John): 
https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/4185737181439904  16,100 views as of 
1:55 p.m. January 15, 2021 “Texas Polonia and Traditions” 
  
https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/215419680129873   3,000 views as of 1:55 
p.m. January 15, 2021 “Polish School in Houston” 
  
https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/399980441281905    3,300 views as of 1:55 
p.m. January 15, 2021 “NASA” 
  
https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/321830559068600   3,700 views as of 1:55 
p.m. January 15, 2021  “Saint John Paul II Institute” at St. Thomas University  

 
Next meeting: Thursday, 1-21-21 at 7 PM EST 

AGENDA  >    We will work on Lecture about Katyń    

zk, 1-15-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

PACT’21 - Meeting #3 

 Thursday – January 21, 2021   7 – 10:38 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Krzysiek, Tomek, Zbyszek 

 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

1) Couple of touches were made on the lecture for students about the Katyń Massacre. 
Final (hopefully) Draft #6aktz is attached. 
 

2) We discussed if we should:  
a) adjust text for a PowerPoint presentation, 
b) prepare versions of the Lecture for 3 different age groups (classes), 
c) translate the Lecture and in what form. 
 

3) Andrzej briefed us about the partially sunken barge of Yacht Club of Poland, 167 Java Str. 
NY 11222 (in Brooklyn). 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/4185737181439904
https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/215419680129873
https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/399980441281905
https://www.facebook.com/Polskie.Radio.1030.1300/videos/321830559068600


4) Zbyszek will work on the draft of Article about the Katyń Resolution. 
 

5) New possibilities about the correction of the Katyń Resolution were discussed   

 

I am sorry to announce that Richard’s sister has passed away.  
 

 Recommended: 

1) Books:   
a) “By way of deception” by Victor Ostrovsky 
b) “Comrade J” by Sergei Tretyakov  

 

2) Opinia Prof. Włodzimierz Korab-Karpowicz o szczepionkach, o lobbing organizacji i 

rządu przez firmy, o naturalnej odporności:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nva1VQUoASE&feature=youtu.be 

 

Next meeting: Thursday, 1-28-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >    We will work on the Article about the Katyń Resolution    

zk, 1-22-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

PACT’21 - Meeting #4 

 Thursday – January 28, 2021    3 – 5:37 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Krzysiek, Teofil, Ryszard, Zbyszek 

 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

6) Richard proposed to approach the Polish Teachers’ Association to translate the Lecture 
about the Katyń Massacre. To avoid unwelcome changes  in the text, we decided to translate 
it ourselves first (Andrzej volunteered) and after that we will ask the teachers’ organization to 
check it with hope that also they will get involve in   propagating the Lecture. 
 

7) Zbyszek was asked to find out who could contact Rep. Michael Thomas McCaul (10th District 
in Texas, from Austin to Houston) and convince him to work with us on corrections of the 
Katyn Resolution. 

 

8) Andrzej will check if contacts made with staffers of Senator Menendez are still intact and will 
try to reintroduce 3 changes to the Resolution that we suggested in the last year. 

 

9) Krzysiek suggested to prepare a brochure for students graduating from Polish Saturday 
Schools, with a summarization why they should be proud to be Polish. 

 

 

 Recommended: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nva1VQUoASE&feature=youtu.be
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austin,_Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Houston,_Texas


1) Smoleńsk. Między kłamstwem a kłamstwem. 

       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afyAXRVypMA   

2) Polska Fundacja Narodowa hired Allen Paul (his book we mentioned in the Lecture about 
Katyn : 

     https://www.washingtonpost.com/brand-studio/wp/2020/01/24/revisiting-the-russian-

perception-of-polands-role-in-wwii/   

 

3) góral nt. pandemii: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlQE6B2il5s 

 

4) News about S.447 from By ARON MOR  JANUARY 25, 2021 21:15 in  
     The Jerusalem Post (the last paragraph):  
     Most recently, on July 29, 2020, during president Donald Trump’s term, the US State 

Department submitted to Congress a comprehensive report on the state of restitution of 

Jewish property from the Holocaust era in Europe. This report was prepared in accordance 

with a law signed by the president called the “Justice for Uncompensated Survivors Today 

(JUST) Act Report. The report identified that nothing had progressed on the matter. Due to 

the laxity of the Ministry of Social Equality and the Israeli government, this extraordinary 

opportunity to engage Congress and the US administration was not taken advantage of with 

a sympathetic American Congress and with an American president who was considered a 

staunch supporter of Israel. 

 

5) To make it easier for you the excerpt from JANUARY 27, 2021 On International Holocaust 

Remembrance Day, Cardin Says We Must Educate the Next Generation So That Our 

Deadly History Does Not Keep Repeating 

     “At the same time, we must fight against Holocaust denial in any form, in any part of the 

world. As the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe Parliamentary 

Assembly’s Special Representative on Anti-Semitism, Racism and Intolerance, I am 

committed to countering attempts to erase or revise the events of the Holocaust, such as 

Poland’s efforts to punish those who speak the truth about the three million Jews killed 

there. I am deeply disturbed, for instance, by the news of a slander lawsuit against two 

Polish scholars for their writings on Jews forced into hiding during the Nazi occupation. I am 

also appalled that Hungary’s Viktor Orban has erected a monument that tries to whitewash 

Hungary’s wartime role in the murder of more than half a million Hungarian Jews.  On a day 

we remember the liberation of Auschwitz, I remember too that one of every three Jews who 

died there was Hungarian. 

 

 

Next meeting: Thursday, 2-4-21 at 7 PM EST 

AGENDA  >    We will work on the Article about the Katyń Resolution (Draft #0 is attached)   

zk, 1-29-21 

Dear Friends, 

1) Yesterday, our colleague, Prof. Andrzej Burghardt gave the first lecture via Zoom about Katyn to 
students and a few teachers.  I was impressed and so were the teachers. Andrzej proved again 
how diligent and comprehensively talented he is. Please find me a few more like him and 
Krzysiek and we can move mountains.   
 

2) The second witch hunt ended yesterday.  
Bad news for those with organic hate in their hearts towards those who dare to think out of the 
box.  Bad news for those who promote fake news and lost ability to think on their own.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afyAXRVypMA
https://www.washingtonpost.com/brand-studio/wp/2020/01/24/revisiting-the-russian-perception-of-polands-role-in-wwii/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/brand-studio/wp/2020/01/24/revisiting-the-russian-perception-of-polands-role-in-wwii/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlQE6B2il5s


Good news for those who value traditional conservative values and care about America. 
 
Have a great Valentine’s Day, 
 
Zbyszek 
 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

PACT’21 - Meeting #5 

 Thursday – February 11, 2021   7 – 10:28 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, John, Krzysiek, Teofil, Tom, Ryszard, Wiesiek, Zbyszek 

 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

1) We talked about: 
 
a) coming another PAC convention in the Fall of this year without optimistic predictions. 
 
2) Democrats and some Republicans are steady working to make Orwell’s predictions come 

true. Brain washing for many years in schools, fake media and support of billionaires 
makes this process easy for the current regime.    
 

3) We worked on making both Conspectus and Presentation of Katyn lesson compatible. 

 

 Recommended: 

„Mogiłami jest znaczona historia Polski – takiej mogiły jeszcze nie było”.  
            ipn.gov.pl/download/1/18983/1-22097.pdf  
 

 
Next meeting: Thursday, 2-18-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >    We will work on polishing the English version of the Katyń lesson 

zk, 2-13-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

    

PACT’21 - Meeting #6 

These meetings are to exchange info and ideas + work on implementation of plans 

PACT’s mission is to strengthen the importance of Polonia (wzmocnić znaczenie Polonii) 

 Thursday – February 18, 2021    3 – 6:21 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Halina, John, Jurek, Krzysiek, Tomek, Ryszard, Zbyszek 



Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

First, there were comments on New Conspectus for the lesson on Katyń, next interesting, 
informative exchange on different subjects developed: 

 
1) Andrzej: teachers, who participated in the lesson he conducted, recommended to submit the 

Katyn lesson to the Dr. Andraka, director of Polish Supplementary Schools on the east 
coast.  Also, they suggested to contact Polish schools’ organizations in Chicago and 
California.   

 
2) John is going to send the info contact to persons in Texas that should get this lesson. 

 

3) Edmund spoke about his foundation and registration of the branch of CPA in Poland. 
      He submitted requests for funds for following projects: Flavor of Poland, Poland on the 

Campus, Office of CPA in Warsaw. The branch of CPA is going to be registered as 

Association.  Why we need it and what will be its mission, he does not know.  

 

4) Edmund will try to find how teachers in Poland teach students about Katyn and 
Deportations. 

 
5) Krzysiek told us how history is taught in Chicago schools by the organization called 
      Polish Army Forces. 

 

6) Jurek explained, how and by whom, the priest Krol is being attacked. The Orchard Lake is 
not going to be sold. News in Dziennik Związkowy should be carefully evaluated as 
 the quality of this newspaper can be compared to Gazeta Wyborcza.   

 
7) Jurek is in contact with four Polish Schools and he is going to spread the news about  

the lesson in Michigan state. 
 

8) Halina presented the table which Polish American organization receives donations from  
the Polish government and how much.  

 
9) It was suggested to ask minister Dziedziczak to have another meeting with CPA. 
 

10) Tomek would like to try to approach politicians in his state and try again to make 
      corrections in the Katyn Resolution. 

 

11)  Zbyszek is going to check if the excerpt from the so-called Armenian quote, which he added    
  to the lesson, is accurate (a note from Hitler’s speech was attached to the New Konspekt   
  and the story about it is in the link below)). 

          

 Recommended: 

1) Washington Post Feb.10 21, excerpt: 

German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas, who opened Wednesday’s meeting, said that “while the 
Holocaust as the darkest chapter of German history rightly takes the central place in our 
memory, there are still gaps elsewhere.” 
“Those include the particular suffering of the Polish civilian population in World War II,” Maas 
said in comments released by his ministry. “The madness of the racially ideological war of 
destruction in eastern Europe started in Poland. Poland was supposed to be erased from the 
map forever with the destruction of whole cities, mass shootings and resettlement.” 
 

2) Restoration of altar in Cracow: 



https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/worlds-largest-gothic-altarpiece-dazzles-
again-after-6-year-restoration-project-84600  
 

3) Hitlers’ Armenian quote https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hitler%27s_Obersalzberg_Speech 
 

4) Similarly, No Written order was found as with the quote above: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Final_Solution  
“No written evidence of Hitler ordering the Final Solution has ever been found to serve as a 

"smoking gun", and therefore, this one particular question remains unanswered.[108]” 

 

Next meeting: Thursday, 2-25-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >   We will work on polishing the English version of the Katyń lesson    

zk, 2-21-21 

 

Saturday, 

Jones Beach 

 

 

 

 

 

It is my shadow 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/worlds-largest-gothic-altarpiece-dazzles-again-after-6-year-restoration-project-84600
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/worlds-largest-gothic-altarpiece-dazzles-again-after-6-year-restoration-project-84600
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hitler%27s_Obersalzberg_Speech
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Final_Solution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Final_Solution#cite_note-hist-108


<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
Dear Friends, 
I am delighted to announce that a new team was formed during yesterday's PAC_IDC meeting.  
Its goal will be to reach to organizations and establish good relations with them.  
The leader of the team will be Eugeniusz Brzyski. 
His associates: Andrzej Burghardt, Wojtek Jeśman, Tomek Kącki. 

 

 

PACT’21 - Meeting #7 

These meetings are to exchange info and ideas + work on implementation of plans 

PACT’s mission is to strengthen the importance of Polonia (wzmocnić znaczenie Polonii) 

 Thursday – February 25, 2021     3 – 5:43 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Halina, John, Jurek, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Zbyszek 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

1) We talked about masks and vaccinations; how effective they are. 
 

2) John sent the contact info to Andrzej about 3 men in Texas that would be interested in           
the Katyn lesson.   
 

3) Richard reminded us about the school in Copiague where 500 Polish American students 
attend.  

 

4) The lesson should be distributed to all Polish schools in the US – how we are going to do 
was discussed. 
 

5) It was decided to meet in the beginning of next week to polish Andrzej’s and John’s 
translation of lesson Presentation.    

 

Interesting: 

Katyn Resolutions in the US Congress (only one was agreed on). 

At congress.gov  you can look up all bills and resolutions that have been introduced.  

If you do a search for “Katyn” here it is: 

 https://www.congress.gov/quick-

search/legislation?wordsPhrases=katyn&wordVariants=on&congresses%5B%5D=all&legislatio

nNumbers=&legislativeAction=&sponsor=on&representative=&senator=&searchResultViewTyp

e=compact 

 
Next meeting: Thursday, 3-11-21 at 7 PM EST 

AGENDA  >  will be announced                                    zk, 3-4-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

http://congress.gov/
https://www.congress.gov/quick-search/legislation?wordsPhrases=katyn&wordVariants=on&congresses%5B%5D=all&legislationNumbers=&legislativeAction=&sponsor=on&representative=&senator=&searchResultViewType=compact
https://www.congress.gov/quick-search/legislation?wordsPhrases=katyn&wordVariants=on&congresses%5B%5D=all&legislationNumbers=&legislativeAction=&sponsor=on&representative=&senator=&searchResultViewType=compact
https://www.congress.gov/quick-search/legislation?wordsPhrases=katyn&wordVariants=on&congresses%5B%5D=all&legislationNumbers=&legislativeAction=&sponsor=on&representative=&senator=&searchResultViewType=compact
https://www.congress.gov/quick-search/legislation?wordsPhrases=katyn&wordVariants=on&congresses%5B%5D=all&legislationNumbers=&legislativeAction=&sponsor=on&representative=&senator=&searchResultViewType=compact


PACT’21 - Meeting #8 

 Thursday – March 11, 2021   7 – 9:46 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Gordon, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Teofil, Tomek, Wiesiek, Zbyszek 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

We had guests, Mr. Gordon Black from North California Polish American Congress, and we had 
Wojtek Jeśman, President of PASI and the South PAC division that joined us for the 2nd time. 
Our meetings alternate between 3 - 7 PM to avoid conflicts with other organizations’ meetings 

and to accommodate requirements of participants. 

1) Wojtek: Dziennik Związkowy rejected to place the ad for the publication about S.447. 
Discussion followed with recommendations.   

     The draft of the letter to the US Congress “Akcja pomóż uchylić “WEP” in support of HR 82, 
Social Security Fairness Act of 2021 is attached.  

     Mr. Brzyski asks for comments to be sent to him until Wednesday. 
 

2) Richard: the next week, Thursday at 6 PM there will be meeting between presidents of PAC 
divisions and PAC Executive Committee. The issue concerning the S.447 publication should 
be brought up. 

 

3) Gordon introduced us with a very interesting project, in which he is personally involved.  

      He works on placing the lesson about the first and successful work stoppage (strike) of 

Polish workers in Jamestown colony in 1698 in California's Ethnic Studies Curriculum,  

Gordon cooperates on this project with American Council for Polish Culture (ACPC) 

American Council for Polish Culture - ACPC . In the section lesson plans you can find the 

proposal of a plan for The Polish Experience in Jamestown and six other lessons. 

We learned: 

• that in California 93 languages are spoken 

• how the Ethnic Studies were created thanks to the students’ demand (strike)    

• where to go with ideas: to Dept. of Education and also to State Board 

• when above institutions ignore you, threaten them w/ a law suit, may help   

• In 1998, the North California PAC division succeeded in placing the lesson about 

Genocide against Poles in the Ethnic Curriculum   

      For those who would like to keep in touch with Gordon here is his address gblack@mcn.org  

 

4) We talked about, so far effective, actions by PACT and Wojtek to control usage of S.447  

to destroy Poland economically and politically. Wojtek recalled about including Prof. Witold 

Łukaszewski in the meeting w/ Senator Menendez staffers. 

 

5) A warning from the PAC EC was mentioned about naming Katyn a genocide act. 

A regret was expressed that there is a lack of communication, cooperation and unity  

within the PAC as the result of PAC EC behavior.   

  

6) The Katyń lesson, a slide presentation was shown and read (it took 30 min) by Zbyszek. 

(is attached)   

   

7) Wojtek: this lesson could be adopted to be presented in the Media History Channel  

which PASI is planning to create.  

 

8) Andrzej mentioned about meeting between Minister Dziedziczak and Coalition of Polish 
Americans to discuss present and future common projects.  

http://polishcultureacpc.org/
mailto:gblack@mcn.org


 
9) Tomek found the publication about The Crime of Genocide Against Poles published by a 

Polish government official, where Katyń is mentioned (attached). 

 

Next meeting: Thursday, 3-18-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >  will be announced                        

             zk, 3-12-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #9 

 Thursday – March 18, 2021   3 – 5:03 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, John, Józef, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Tomek, Wiesiek, Zbyszek 
 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinc1 

 

1) PAC Divisions’ Presidents Meeting – today at 6 PM. What should be mentioned was 
discussed. Richard wanted to talk about the Katyn Lesson and ask for assistance in 
distributing it. The VP for Education, Bożena Nowicka-McLees may help (Zbyszek have 
already contacted her). According to John the Mission Statement on which a group organized 
by mr. Mark Pienkos (initiator of this project) was working on it the last year (there were 7 
meetings), the EC approved. The same group of seven is asked to prepare Objectives. 
Wojtek will most likely mention issues he talked about it during the last PACT meeting.   
 

2) Katyn Lesson Workshops - one with teachers and the other one with students will be 
conducted by Andrzej, respectively in March 30 and April 6 both at 7 PM via Zoom. 

 
3) Was the Katyn Massacre a genocide? The PAC EC has a different opinion than the rest of 

Polonia and we could only guess why is that. Edmund will try to find an official Polish 

government statement on this issue.   

4) Retirement issues – many nuances were discussed thoroughly. Józef was with us and he 
explained with details WEP and double taxation. Tomek will be affected by WEP and he 
added what he knew. Wiesiek and Zbyszek shared their experiences in Soc. Sec. offices.  

     Summary, what we have learned: 

a) Poles had no social security No’s while working in Poland, before coming to the US, 
so they could not pay into soc. sec. fund – this could be a convincing argument why the 
WEP should not be applied 

b) general info about the WEP: https://www.ssa.gov/pubs/EN-05-10045.pdf    
c) countries exempted: https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0201701320    
d) Beginning January 1995, a foreign pension that is based on a Totalization agreement 

with the US will not be subjected to the WEP: 

    https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0201701310  

e) retirement planner: https://www.ssa.gov/benefits/retirement/planner/wep.html  

f) and most important educate yourself before talking to a clerk about your Soc. Sec. 

5) Vaccinations – Tomek explained that vaccines do not prevent us from catching the virus. 
Vaccines supposed to help body to fight the virus. Number of congressmen refused to get 
vaccinated – their excuse, they are concerned about side effects. Discrimination based on  
vaccination will be a problem.    

    Recommended: 

https://www.ssa.gov/pubs/EN-05-10045.pdf
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0201701320
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps10/poms.nsf/lnx/0201701310
https://www.ssa.gov/benefits/retirement/planner/wep.html


Received from Tomek about the WEP: 

https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/wiadomosci/artykul/emerytury-dla-polakow-w-stanach-

social,158,0,2239902.html 

 

Next meeting: Thursday, 3-25-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >   

1) Current issues, 
2) Projects: 

a. Lesson about the work stoppage in Jamestown by Polish workers  
b. support for HR. 82 (the WEP elimination) 
c. Katyń Lesson    

             zk, 3-24-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 – Meeting #10 

 Thursday – March 25, 2021   3 – 5:55 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Halina, Ryszard, Tomek, Zbyszek 
 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication – Leonardo Da Vinc1 

 

4) The Gordon’s project to include the lesson about the first strike by Polish workers in 
Jamestown, into the California Ethnic Study Program – we looked at the lesson plan and 
educational materials. Do Polish Saturday Schools know about it ? 
http://polishcultureacpc.org/LessonPlan/lessonplan.html  
http://polishcultureacpc.org/news/J-town/Jamestown-materials.html   
 

5) The situation in Bialorus was discussed and what should be done. 
 

6) Ukrainian organizations in Ohio were mentioned by Tomek, how active they are.  
 

 

7) Lists of Polish organizations in the world and population of Polish Americans in the states – 
were presented by Zbyszek (he found them while trying to limit the amount of documents in 
his archives).  

 

 

8) “Czas Honoru”, a historical serial on Polish TV – was mentioned by Tomek. Edmund will try 
to approach Mr. Frackowiak, President of TVP, to get a copy for Polish Schools with English 
subtitles. We watched a part of the first episode.  Definitely is not for children, rather for 
young adults.  

 

 
9) PAC Divisions’ Presidents Meeting a week ago (3-25-21, at 7 PM) – participants opinions:  

 

none eventful, waste of time, it definitely was not worth $300 (to join so much one must pay).  
 

10) Lesson Plans – we looked at the ones posted on the PACA website 
(http://polishcultureacpc.org/) . We especially examined the lesson about WWII which 
concentrates on comparing Poland’s experiences with those of other German occupied 

https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/wiadomosci/artykul/emerytury-dla-polakow-w-stanach-social,158,0,2239902.html
https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/wiadomosci/artykul/emerytury-dla-polakow-w-stanach-social,158,0,2239902.html
http://polishcultureacpc.org/LessonPlan/lessonplan.html
http://polishcultureacpc.org/news/J-town/Jamestown-materials.html
http://polishcultureacpc.org/


countries in Europe. We plan to prepare next lesson on similar subject. Our lesson will be 
focused on reminding the most important facts related to Poland that are often ignored.      
 

11) Vaccines – should we get shots and which ones was discussed. All with exception of 
Johnson & Johnson, which is a classical vaccine, are a new type based on a modified RNA. 
They have not been tested on a large population and over a sufficient time frame. Thus, their 
influence on DNA is unknown. To register for Johnson & Johnson is not easy – Halina shared 
her experience in finding the location  

 

In short: RNA is a ribonucleic acid present in all living cells. Its principal role is to act as  

a messenger carrying instructions from DNA for controlling the synthesis of proteins, although in some 
viruses, RNA rather than DNA, carries the genetic information.  
 

Recommended: 

1) An interview with a journalist Mr. Waldemar Biniecki about Kuryer and the Blue Army:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6eihxTGQFM&t=13s 
 

2) The investigation of the Katyn Massacre by the Polish government institution  

 

and its conclusion that it was a genocide (Edmund found it – the answer to Dr. Pienkos’ 
question):  
Decision to commence investigation into Katyn Massacre – News – Institute of National 

Remembrance (ipn.gov.pl)  

 

3) About the brain (intriguing): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa_AVn6YLjY   

Next meeting: Thursday, 4-1-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >   

3) Report from the workshop w/ teachers regarding the Katyn Lesson, 
4) Gordon’s action to push for including a lesson about Poles in Jamestown, 
5) Mr. Kolodziej’s email on PAC ND forum concerning recent attacks on Poland, 
6) Mr. Brzyski’s project to push for the elimination of the WEP 
7) Krysia’s finding about the meeting in Connecticut reminds us about our plans. 
8) Mr. Czop’s email about the possibility of the movie about Mr. Cooper 

zk, 4-1-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #11 

 Thursday – April 1, 2021    3 – 4:45 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Halina, John, Krysia, Ryszard, Tomek, Zbyszek 

  

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

1)   Mr. Antoni Chrościelewski, the member of PAC – Long Island and Commander of the 

Polish Army Veterans Association of America, passed away this morning. He lived close to 

Zbyszek. We talked about Antoni’s exceptional service to the Polish Community in the United 

States, Poland and worldwide, spanning  close to a century. He has played a major role in the 

most esteemed Polish Veterans organization in the United States, the Polish Army Veterans 

Association of America as Chapter 2 Commander and at the national level. In addition, over the 

years, Mr. Chrościelewski was the leading Director of the Polish National Home in Greenpoint, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6eihxTGQFM&t=13s
https://ipn.gov.pl/en/news/77,Decision-to-commence-investigation-into-Katyn-Massacre.html
https://ipn.gov.pl/en/news/77,Decision-to-commence-investigation-into-Katyn-Massacre.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oa_AVn6YLjY


Brooklyn, and a vital supporter of the Choir Angelus and Polish Scouts. Years after his long 

heroic path from Poland through imprisonment in Siberia in the Polish 2nd Corps under General 

Anders during World War 2, Mr. Chrościelewski came back to Cassino, Italy last year to help 

commemorate the WWII battle. He established the information center/museum at the Polish 

Cemetery and the Władysław Anders monument in downtown Cassino, to promote a closer 

Polish-Italian friendship. Finally, Mr. Chrościelewski spent years defending and protecting Polish 

heritage, organizations and people. So much great work. 

From Kurier – Polish weekly magazine: Z wielkim smutkiem informujemy, że 1 kwietnia 2021 

roku we wczesnych godzinach rannych odszedł na wieczną wartę śp. Antoni Chrościelewski, 

komendant nowojorskiego Okręgu 2. Stowarzyszenia Weteranów Armii Polskiej w Ameryce, 

wieloletni prezes korporacji Polskiego Domu Narodowego na Greenpoincie w Brooklynie, 

zesłaniec syberyjski, żołnierz 2 Korpusu Polskiego gen. Władysława Andersa, uczestnik 

Bitwy pod Monte Cassino w maju 1944 roku, niestrudzony emigracyjny działacz społeczny i 

niepodległościowy, Wielki Marszałek Parady Pułaskiego w Nowym Jorku w 2005 roku, 

kawaler Krzyża Komandorskiego z Gwiazdą Orderu Odrodzenia Polski. 

Cześć Jego pamięci! Zarząd Okręgu 2. SWAP, New York, NY 

The viewing will be this Friday in Artur’s Funeral Home and mass at St. Kostka Church, 

both in Greenpoint. After the mass, Mr Chroscieleski will be taken to Doylestown. And 

buried in the cementary of Amerykańska Częstochowa. 

2)   Children of Siberia - Krystyna asked participants for stories of children who managed to 

leave Soviet Russia with Gen. Anders. Zbyszek is in possession of the interview with Janusz 

Wolny (a member of the Ogiński Choir) published years ago in Nowy Dziennik. 

 3)   Monte Cassino - recent revelations coming from a researcher in Poland, negating the role 

of Polish soldiers and emphasizing instead achievements of the French Expeditionary Corps was 

brought up by Tomek. The French Expeditionary Corps, was an expeditionary force of the French 

Liberation Army. Created in 1943, the corps fought in the Italian Campaign of World War II, under the 

command of General Alphonse Juin. Consisting of 112,000 men divided into four divisions, all but one of 

the divisions were colonial units, mostly Moroccans and Algerians drawn from the Army of Africa and led 

by French officers. The corps distinguished itself in battles 

(from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Expeditionary_Corps_(1943%E2%80%9344)   

4)   Katyń Lesson – Andrzej talk about the workshop, he conducted that was his initiative, and it 

was organized by Jan Kozioł VP of Polish Saturday’s Complimentary Schools. 
He described two parts of the lesson to 25 teachers. Andrzej’s presentation was applauded. 
Jacek Kaczmarski’s song about Katyń was included in the Presentation. 

The content of lesson will be adjusted by teachers according to their children ability to absorb 
Info, thus there is no need to have shorter, simpler versions. 
The team that prepared the lesson will continue to work on finishing the English translation  
(that was requested by teachers) and distribution, not just to Polish schools. 

 

 5)   The world of deception – when we will address distortions of history, was asked.  Zbyszek 

mentioned about Finlandia where children are taught how to recognize fake news and search 

for the truth.   

 Recommended: 

o B1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M5xP_Sv4xQ 

o witaminie B12: https://youtu.be/LMkBnW0lw-w 

o Smoleńsku: https://jam.neon24.pl/post/161218,tweety-uzytkownika-sciosbezdekretu 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Expeditionary_Corps_(1943%E2%80%9344)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M5xP_Sv4xQ
https://youtu.be/LMkBnW0lw-w
https://jam.neon24.pl/post/161218,tweety-uzytkownika-sciosbezdekretu


 Next meeting: Thursday, 4-15-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >   

1)     Katyń Lesson - translation of Konspekt 
2)     Verifying and unifying formatting of organization’s lists (Gienek’s project) 
3)     What suggestions can be made for Mr. Pienkos’ team. 
4)     The expected financial support for our projects did not materialize – our reaction. 

5)     A very interesting Information received from Kupferberg Holocaust Center 

<khc@qcc.cuny.edu> on April 12 
  

               zk, 4-15-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #12 

 Thursday – April 15, 2021    3 – 5:58 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Tomek, Zbyszek 
 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

12) The Katyń Lesson – Andrzej translated Konspekt. The team that works on this project 
must get together to polish it and later the text must be consulted with our English experts 
(John Cebrowski and Richard Brzozowski). Plan is to distribute both versions, Polish and 
English, not only among Polish Supplementary Schools, also among organizations and 
American institutions. 
Ryszard suggested to encourage parents to talk with their children about historical events.  
                         

13) The next lesson – will be about important WWII events that are often forgotten, omitted 
or lied about and Polish children must know, for example :deciphering Enigma, Żegota, Yalta, 
etc.  
 

14) Possible meetings – John Cebrowski will be visiting his family in the North east and is 
planning to meet with Andrzej on April 22. Krzysiek is coming to Long Island between June 
28 - July 6 and is planning to meet with Zbyszek and hopefully Andrzej.   

 

15) The list of organizations – the need for formatting and concentrating our efforts on this 

important project, was discussed. Andrzej, Zbyszek and possibly Gienek will meet Friday 

(tomorrow) to talk about it. 

 

16) The funds distribution – Edmund was quite disappointed that none of projects received 

funds. The minister Dziedziczak connections were not strong enough. It seems that only 

organizations that are controlled by Polish government received financial support.. 

 

17) Mr. Pienkos’ team – projects on which his team could work were suggested:  

a. Verification and completion of organizations’ list 

b. Distribution and propagation of the Katyń Lesson 

  

18) The Srebrenica genocide – Zbyszek showed a very interesting email from Kupferberg  

Holocaust Center. Krzysiek google it and we learned that there were 4 US Congress 

Resolutions on that subject. So why not the Katyń Massacre is recognized as a genocide?   

mailto:khc@qcc.cuny.edu


 

Recommended: 

1) Srebrenica Genocide Resolutions: 

a. 1995 https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/109/sres134/text  

b.  2010 H.Res.1423 - 111th Congress (2009-2010): Observing the 15th anniversary of the 

Srebrenica genocide and expressing support for "Srebrenica Remembrance Day" in the 

United States. | Congress.gov | Library of Congress 

c. 2015 https://www.csce.gov/international-impact/press-and-media/press-

releases/house-unanimously-adopts-smith-resolution?page=2  

d. 2020 https://balkaninsight.com/2020/07/15/srebrenica-genocide-resolution-

presented-to-us-house-of-representatives/  

 

2) black reparations – debate and the bill H.R. 40 : 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/house-panel-poised-advance-bill-slavery-

reparations-77077816 

 

3) About Smoleńsk in TVP: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejlBvhmf4Wo 

4) Jak mówić, żeby nas słuchano? - Prof. Jerzy Bralczyk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG4ZAGnlPOY 
 

Next meeting: Thursday, 4-22-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >   

1) Katyń Lesson - translation review  
2) Organization’s lists (Gienek’s project) 
3) The farewell of Mr. Antoni Chrościelewicz - eport  
4) Conversation with Prof. Marek Chodakiewicz and his advice concerning the Katyń 

Resolution 
5) Current news 

               zk, 4-17-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #13 

 Thursday – April 22, 2021     3 – 4:37 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Krzysiek, Tomek, Wojtek, Zbyszek 
 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 
1) The list of organizations – Gienek’s project is moving forward slowly. It was decided 

that notifications about the H.R. 82 action will be sent by Wojtek using his list. The work 

on verification will continue independently. The returns with YES on future cooperation 

are already coming, and automatically go to a new list. Not all returns are complete, 

sometimes names of organizations are missing, titles of respondents, etc. This is going to 

be corrected. Also, Andrzej suggested to add a request for additional 4-digit zip code 

which will allow to assign a congressional representative to the responder. The proposal 

of a formatting of the list has not been done yet as planned by Andrzej and Zbyszek due 

to their involvement in improving the Katyń lesson.    

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/109/sres134/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/111th-congress/house-resolution/1423?s=1&r=68
https://www.congress.gov/bill/111th-congress/house-resolution/1423?s=1&r=68
https://www.congress.gov/bill/111th-congress/house-resolution/1423?s=1&r=68
https://www.csce.gov/international-impact/press-and-media/press-releases/house-unanimously-adopts-smith-resolution?page=2
https://www.csce.gov/international-impact/press-and-media/press-releases/house-unanimously-adopts-smith-resolution?page=2
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/07/15/srebrenica-genocide-resolution-presented-to-us-house-of-representatives/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/07/15/srebrenica-genocide-resolution-presented-to-us-house-of-representatives/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/house-panel-poised-advance-bill-slavery-reparations-77077816
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/house-panel-poised-advance-bill-slavery-reparations-77077816
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejlBvhmf4Wo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TG4ZAGnlPOY


 

19) Proportional method of calculating pensions - according to Gienek that could be the 

next action this time in Poland, when the organizations' list will be verified.  

 

2) The Katyń Lesson – the team that works on the lesson (Andrzej, Krzysiek, Zbyszek) 
work yesterday for 3 hours to implement more precise descriptions in Konspekt (lesson 
plan) and will meet tomorrow to improve the Slajd Show (improvements came about after 
Zbyszek’s conversation with Prof. Marek Chodakiewicz and Dr. Maria Szonert Binienda).  

        
3) “Czas Honoru” – Edmund spoke with Filip Frąckowiak: there are limits how the serial can 

be distributed because of the license agreement. Letters should be written to Jacek 
Kurski and minister Gliński. There is 90 episodes of the serial, possible ones about Katyń 
could be easier to get. There could be other movies that will be easier to obtain. 
 

4) Polish Government institutions – Edmund found an interesting organization that 
possible could help in distributing the Katyń lesson: ORPEG (Ośrodek Rozwoju Polskiej 
Edukacji za Granicą). The Commission for Polonia’s Affairs where Edmund can be heard 
because of pandemic canceled their meetings. General discussion followed about 
disappointing effectiveness of official institutions with retirement pensions and Zbyszek’s 
experience with placing his mother in a DPS (Dom Pomocy Społecznej). Conclusions: we 
should try to work directly with school organizations in countries where Polonia is present. 
Tomek added that if there were well functioning courts, they could make institutions 
accountable.                 

The meeting was ended earlier than usual because Zbyszek had a physical therapy 

appointment.   

Recommended: 

1) A Movie Festival “Echa Katynia”: 

https://ipn.gov.pl/pl/aktualnosci/140117,II-Miedzynarodowy-Festiwal-Filmowy-o-Totalitaryzmach-

Echa-Katynia-1518-kwietnia-.html  

2) How to improve respirators for Covid (my friend discovery using Charles law:  

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prawo_Charles%E2%80%99a  

3) Outcry about a new appointee to the Auschwitz Muzeum::  

https://www.algemeiner.com/2021/04/16/appointment-of-hardline-nationalist-to-

auschwitz-museum-council-intensifies-fears-over-polish-governments-holocaust-

commemoration-policies/ 

Next meeting: Thursday, 4-29-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >   

1) Katyń Lesson - translation review  
2)  Organization’s lists (Gienek’s project) 
3) Mr. Antoni Chrościelewicz – contributions, that made him famous.   

4) Current news 

               zk, 4-23-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #14 

 Thursday – April 29, 2021    3 – 5:51 PM EST 

Participants: 

https://ipn.gov.pl/pl/aktualnosci/140117,II-Miedzynarodowy-Festiwal-Filmowy-o-Totalitaryzmach-Echa-Katynia-1518-kwietnia-.html
https://ipn.gov.pl/pl/aktualnosci/140117,II-Miedzynarodowy-Festiwal-Filmowy-o-Totalitaryzmach-Echa-Katynia-1518-kwietnia-.html
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prawo_Charles%E2%80%99a
https://www.algemeiner.com/2021/04/16/appointment-of-hardline-nationalist-to-auschwitz-museum-council-intensifies-fears-over-polish-governments-holocaust-commemoration-policies/
https://www.algemeiner.com/2021/04/16/appointment-of-hardline-nationalist-to-auschwitz-museum-council-intensifies-fears-over-polish-governments-holocaust-commemoration-policies/
https://www.algemeiner.com/2021/04/16/appointment-of-hardline-nationalist-to-auschwitz-museum-council-intensifies-fears-over-polish-governments-holocaust-commemoration-policies/


Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Tomek, Zbyszek 
 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication - Leonardo Da Vinci 

 

1) The Katyń Lesson – Andrzej presented how to find the lesson on the Coalition of Polish 
Americans’ website.  

2) Contributions of Mr. Antoni Chrościelewicz that made him famous, including those for  
      the Polish Singers Alliance of America (PSAA), were described by Zbyszek.   

3) Invigilation of Polonia by UB – we talked about it and the fear, even today, to announce 
who participated in the action called Żelazo that goal was to weaken Polonia’s influence.  

4) The WEP project – Gienek reported on the results of sending emails by Wojtek, using  
      the existing list of organizations. Only 27% opened the message. 120 emails returned 
      (wrong addresses). So far over 40 individuals and organizations are interested in this and 

further actions. The new bills regarding the WEP were introduced, but the texts were not 
made public. We must find out and act accordingly. Over 140 democrats cosponsored new 
proposals. Tomek and Zbyszek will try to get the texts of H.R. 2337 and S. 1302. 

      The verification of the list of organizations must continue.  

5) An addition to the Konspekt – towards the end of the meeting Wiesiek joined us. Together 
with Andrzej and Krzysiek, we add another suggestion for teachers in the Katyń lesson to 
use the English version if they feel will be easier to absorb by students.  

.    

I would like to thank Andrzej Burghardt for efficiently running this meeting. 

Next meeting: Thursday, 5-13-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >  will be announced 

               zk, 5-5-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #15 

 Thursday – May 13, 2021   3 – 6:58 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Krzysiek, Tomek, Zbyszek 

and towards the end Józef and Wiesiek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 

This was one of our longest meetings, lasted almost 4 hours (it could be because there was the 
PAC_IDC last Wednesday and we did not have the PACT’21 last Thursday). We talked mainly 
about aspects concerning the WEB, what could be done on the Polish side and the new 

challenge with introduction of HR 2337 that was proposed to “improve” HR 82.  

 
1) The HR 2337 – the new bill treats different social groups differently. It discriminates 

immigrants. An additional sentence in the letter to congressmen will have to be added 
not to support this bill. Tomek proposed to read the new bill in Polish churches.   

2) Contacting other ethnic groups (Indians, Mexicans, Hungarians Asians, etc.), that would 
be interested to cooperate on action against HR 2337, was proposed by Andrzej.   

3) Almost 200 organizations in Illinois have to be verified. Józef will try to find someone to 
work on this project. Organizations in Florida, NY and NJ have not been verified yet.  

4) According to Mr. Spula the issue concerning the WEB belongs to organizations, not to  
the PAC EC. Krzysiek suggested to use this excuse as the argument to mobilize 
organizations that could be reluctant otherwise to join if the PAC is not officially involved.  



5) It is a joint project of PASI and CPA to discard the WEB, this should be more emphasized 
according to Edmund.  

6) 6)he letter sent to the Prime Minister of Poland a year ago, signed by President of CPA, 
Dr. Śliwowski concerning behavior of officials involved in calculating the retirement, so far 
has not been answered – Edmund is going to find out why.  

7) Full retirement and proportional way of calculating retirement – serious consequences 
of how this has been done in Poland, were explained by Gienek.   
The retirement pension calculated in a proportional way is smaller than the full pension, but it 
is not subject to the WEB and after all more advantageous. Officials persistently, against the 
regulations and wills of recipients, submit to American authorities the full Polish retirement 
pension (possibly because of an arbitrary instruction issued by a higher government official, 
Mr. Wójcik), exposing emigrants to a major reduction in their American social security as  
a result of the WEB. More details are explained on the PAC Missouri website (the interest in 
this topic is demonstrated by 300 visits per day) and in Poradnik Sukces published by Ela 
Baumgartner. Also, her interesting articles can be found in the Gwiazda Polarna. 

8) The Polish American Coalition Association was registered in Poland. It has the same 
management as CPA, informed us Edmund and remind us that the entity of POLONIA  2020  
which was established a year ago by him and his personal funds is also open for cooperation 
with Polish American organizations. According to Gienek the c4 (political) organizations are 
not allowed to receive donations from abroad, unless have a special status.  
 

9) The Katyń Lesson – according to Tomek, we should apply for a copyright.  
 

Next meeting: Thursday, 5-20-21 at 3 PM EST 

AGENDA  >  will be announced 

               zk, 5-17-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #16 

 Thursday – May 20, 2021    3 – 5:57 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Edward, Gienek, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Tomek, Zbyszek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 

Highlights of the meeting 

1) Verification of organizations – Edward in Illinois and Zbyszek in New York began working 
on it. Andrzej was too busy to check the NJ list and we have no news from Florida. 

2) Retirement, Action in Poland – it was decided that Edmund on behalf of Polonia will try to  
present two ways to solve the problem regarding retirement calculations: a. The Polish Law 
is OK but directives of the government issued by Robert Wójcik must be fixed and 
Americans must be informed by the Polish government b. The amendment of the retirement 
law by the Polish parliament prepared by Gienek may be the easier way (a recipient of the 
retirement must have the guarantee choice what method will be used to calculate his/her 
retirement).   

Gienek reminded that those who worked and donated to Soc. Sec. program for over 30 years 
are released from the WEB.  

3) NSII – Zbyszek: Poland should have a strategic plan benefiting her. Most likely soon   
the 2-nd pipe will be installed that will deliver gas to Germany directly from Russia. It may 
turn out, that buying gas from the west neighbor will be cheaper than buying the liquid gas 
from the US. Apparently, this is not the matter of a concern for President Biden. 

4) The Katyń Lesson – could not be found on the website of 

“Centrala Polskich Szkół Dokształcających w Ameryce”:  www.centralapolskichszkol.org 

http://www.centralapolskichszkol.org/


Also, to find this lesson on the web of Coalition of Polish Americans is not easy 

https://coalitionpa.org/ . This must be fixed. 

 

Recommended:  

Przypomnienie “wydarzeń marcowych”, wykorzystywanych jako propaganda przeciwko Polsce: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0OJzer2yNY  

. Next meeting: Thursday, 5-27-21 at 3 PM EST 
 
  AGENDA:    

1. The CNN interview w/ Rep. Cohen – reactions and proposals.   

2. Mr. Spula’s letter concerning the PAC office in Washington – PAC-LI’s  response.  

3. Verification of organizations’ list – update 

4. Edmund’s intervention concerning the letter to the Polish Prime Minister 

5. The Katyń Lesson – meeting w/ teachers in Glen Cove school on Long Island  

6. NS2p call for action – comments 

7. Opening of the blog on the CPA website – a great Andrzej’s idea 

8. Memorial Day celebrations 

9. The next Wednesday is PAC_IDC meeting – suggestions for agenda 

                zk, 5-29-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #17 

 Thursday – May 27, 2021    3 – 6:34 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Edward, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Tomek, Zbyszek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 

1) The CNN interview w/ Rep. Cohen – Zbyszek engaged his congressman in getting ideas 

what could be done to educate legislators about Poland. To his proposal of preparing a leaflet, 

rep. add briefings and a resolution. Convincing Rep. Marcy Kaptur, a head of the Polish 

caucus, to cooperate with us, will be critical. She is from Ohio and Tomek will try to find  

     a way to convince her to join us.    

2) Mr. Spula's letter concerning the PAC office in Washington – for some to have the office in 

the capitol of the US is not important, as all can be done by internet now. For others like 

Zbyszek, it is the matter of prestige and he came with several ideas to keep it.  

3) Verification of organizations' list – according to Zbyszek the best results can be 

accomplished if personal contacts can be established.  Edward is working on the Illinois list. 

He would like the Polish Consulate in Chicago to organize “Sejmik Polonijny” of 

organizations to discuss issues of concern – this would help to verify the list. 

4) Retirement, actions in Poland. Edmund came with the interesting initiative using Facebook, 

on a portal he established for his organization, Fundacja Polonia 20/20. All are invited to visit. 

He had already 8 thousand viewers within just a couple of days. He is waiting for the response 

from Polish officials on his request to meet and discuss what Polonia expects. He reminded us 

about finding individuals who would be willing to share their problems caused by arbitrary 

decisions of Polish officials and thus having their retirement reduced by Americans.    

5) Retirement, actions in the USA.  Edward explained to us why some people do not want to 

complain that their retirement was reduced:  because by going below a certain threshold 

qualifies them for food stamps, special housing, and Medicaid besides Medicare. In 2009, he 

https://coalitionpa.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0OJzer2yNY


collected 15 thousand signatures under the petition concerning unfair treatment of immigrants. 

How emigrants are expected to pay dues to Soc. Sec. when they had no Soc. Sec. number, 

they did not even expect to come to the US, when they worked in Poland. Using the WEP 

American officials rob emigrants of their money by reducing their American retirement 

pensions. Edward brought a very important issue: for an action to be successful, a known 

positive person/institution must be affiliated with it. After discussion we came to conclusion 

that Mrs. Elżbieta Baumgartner could be such a person, if she agrees.   

Gienek reminded that many of us did not respond to the Appeal to reject the WEP and thus 

we are not on the list that has been automatically built. To do so, you must go to: 
pacmissouri.org  and fill the form. IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Signatures under the appeal to repeal the WEP will be collected ONLY until June 15.  
 

6) We also talk about:  
a. The NSII - according to Gienek our effectiveness to stop it will be 0. The only benefit of 

making noise will be to show that we exist. We should think now how to get the cheap gas 
from Germany. 

b. Trouble in the Middle East - Hamas was organized by Mossad, reminded Tomek, to dilute 

the influence of the PLO. 

c. The education about anti Polonism - should be extended to include the WEP. 
 

Recommended:  

 

1) Rep. Steve Cohen on Anderson Cooper 360 (May 24, 2021)  
 

2) Please see two articles on recent incident with Congressman Stephen Cohen: 

https://www.thefirstnews.com/article/poland-accuses-us-senator-of-falsifying-hitlers-crimes-22246 
The second is about his apology: 

https://www.thefirstnews.com/article/congressman-apologises-for-polish-death-camp-misnomer-

22288 

As everyone expected, he is apologizing quietly after he blasted out his hateful misinformation on  

mainstream TV. 

3) Response of KF:  
 
Dear Congressman Cohen, 
  
Last night on CNN, you lied and blamed Poland for the Auschwitz & Treblinka 
concentration camps during the Holocaust.  
  
Nazi Germany invaded Poland in 1939 and wiped it off the map, installing a German 
“General Government.” They changed the name of the Polish town of Oswiecim to 
Auschwitz and built a concentration camp where one million people were murdered, most 
of them Jewish. 
  
Auschwitz, a German word, was a German camp, run by German guards with German 
shepherds and hung the German words “Arbeit Macht Frei” Work Will Make You Free, over 
the entrance.  
  
The only Polish about the camp were the victims. 
  
In attacking other members of Congress for making outrageous statements about the 
Holocaust, you are either ignorant or willfully using revisionist history.  
  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__youtu.be_N1-2Dk3g6gqZo&d=DwMFaQ&c=L93KkjKsAC98uTvC4KvQDdTDRzAeWDDRmG6S3YXllH0&r=EvpjSCrVcGa5zOePzAEyzOvYx0OaVzmEeT-MfAbtjK4&m=GxJtmhN-fBUrYpzX7HDtcBwdrosVgr4psals1E9vP_g&s=E5awhElanCyM5EjOJOj4ue25Jo2DKLJhocyq0yvNQ4g&e=
https://www.thefirstnews.com/article/poland-accuses-us-senator-of-falsifying-hitlers-crimes-22246
https://www.thefirstnews.com/article/congressman-apologises-for-polish-death-camp-misnomer-22288
https://www.thefirstnews.com/article/congressman-apologises-for-polish-death-camp-misnomer-22288


Neither is acceptable and you must apologize for spreading lies about Poland. 
  
Respectfully, 

 

  

 

Alex Storozynski, Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees 

 

 

Marek Skulimowski, President and Executive 
Director 

 

 

 

. Next meeting: Thursday, 6-10-21 at 3 PM EST  
(we skip the regular every week meeting because of PAC_IDC) 
 
  AGENDA will be announced 

               zk, 5-30-21 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #18 

 Thursday – June 10, 2021     3 – 5:55 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 

We talked about:  

•  HR. 82 – legislative Alert  

• The Action concerning Rep. Cohen  

• S. 204  

1) HR. 82, the repeal of the WEP – the PAC EC jumped in on our project, and hopefully, it will 
agree to cooperate with us. Gienek is going to reply to the message distributed by Ms. 
Wiśniewska to PAC members. After discussion we decided that in the reply following items 
should be addressed:  

a. thanking the EC for joining, a few months old project to repeal the WEP, initiated by the PAC 
Missouri Division and PASI. 

b.  requesting to exchange, the outdated not on the subject PAC Missouri Division’s paper, 
which was presented during the 2018 PAC Convention,  

with the current 2021 action plan: https://pacmissouri.org/ . 
c. reminding the EC “United we stand, divided we fall” – a cooperation and consultations with 

original initiators of this project would have been appropriate and would have prevented 
sending confusing info to recipients.  

 
2) he action in Poland related to the WEP. 

           Edmund reminded us that he is trying to work with Polish authorities to give the choice to 
recipients of Polish retirement how they want their retirements to be calculated. Once again:  
the proportional method would give a lower amount than the full method but the WEP would 
not be applied resulting in overall higher benefits.  
 

3) The CNN interview w/ Rep. Steve Cohen. – 

https://pacmissouri.org/


We talked about different approaches concerning this issue. Andrzej liked what Stefan 
started: posting messages that could be invented individually, on Congressmen’s Facebooks. 
Tomek read Halina’s post that could serve as an example. Andrzej proposed that all 
participants (9) should do it, plus hopefully those who receive these reports.  Zbyszek 
suggested not to give up on our original idea to inform Senators as well. To make it easier, 
he proposed that Halina and he will help Andrzej to attach, the ready text signed by President 
of CPA, to 100 Senators’ websites.  Also, we add a following sentence to the text of the 
message: “Falsifications of WWII history must stop.” The complete text is under this report. 
Richard decided to write a letter to all 3 Long Island Congressmen, as this our divisional 
territory. It is included under this report. Each PAC division is encourage to do so. 
 

4) Global Press Freedom Act, S.204, introduced by Shatz Brian and sent to Foreign Relation 
Committee – was mentioned by Gienek as potentially dangerous to Poland, as the US 
Government will watch over freedom of the media worldwide and try to interfere according to 
their standards. A Tsar of Press Freedom supposed to be appointed by the President. 
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/204?s=1&r=145  

 

. Next meeting: Thursday, 6-17-21 at 3 PM EST  
 
  AGENDA will be announced a day before meeting 
 
A. The example of posts on a congressman Facebooks to give you an idea: 

 
a. Falsifications of WWII history must stop. 
 

I am very concerned that the reputation of the Congress will be tarnished, unless   
     Congressman Stephen Cohen’s revisionist statement is immediately addressed. 
 
     His statement promotes an anti-Polish hatred. 
    
     The below link contains both a comprehensive review of the matter,  
     and the related expectations of our community. 
  

 https://polishmediaissues.online/a-rebuke-of-us-congressman-stephen-cohen/  
 
b. Halina’s invention: 

Mr. Cohen, before you talk on a subject check FACTS: POLAND WAS A VICTIM of 

the German and Soviets invasion during WWII and lost 3 million its citizen – Non 

Jews. Please learn about German-perpetrated genocide of the Poles before you 

ever speak on WWII issues. 

 
B. Message to Senators: 

Honorable Senator, 
  
     This email is to bring to your attention the recent words of Tennessee Congressman Stephen 

Cohen that he made on CNN, and which constitute gross misinformation about WWII, that is 
hurtful to the Polish victims of genocide, and has the potential to incite anti-Polish hatred. 

    

     We are very concerned that the reputation of the Congress will be tarnished, unless this 
revisionist statement is immediately addressed. 

 

     Falsifications of WWII history must stop. 
  
     Please share this email and the below link with your fellow congresspersons.   

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/204?s=1&r=145
https://polishmediaissues.online/a-rebuke-of-us-congressman-stephen-cohen/


     The link contains both a comprehensive review of the matter, and the related expectations of 
our community.  

  
     https://polishmediaissues.online/a-rebuke-of-us-congressman-stephen-cohen/  

 
     Dr. Stanislaw Sliwowski 
     President 
     Coalition of Polish Americans 

 
C. Richard’s letter – the example how other divisions can act:  

 

June 15, 2021 

The Honorable First name and second name 
United States House of Representatives 
 
 On May 24th, 2021, your legislative colleague, Democratic Congressman Stephen 
Cohen of Tennessee, while on the CNN Anderson Cooper 360 show, incorrectly suggested  
that during the Holocaust, Poland was responsible for the more “severe, serious concentration 
camps …, Auschwitz and Birkenau.”  As you should know, Poland was invaded by Germany, 
and during the ensuing occupation, Germany perpetrated genocide against both the ethnic 
Poles and the Polish Jews.   
 
 In order to give you an even deeper understanding of how emotional this issue is for  
the Polish community; you should also know that over two hundred thousand ethnic Polish 
children were abducted from their families. Seventy five percent never returned, either killed 
with toxic injections of phenol into the chest, and/or subjected to horrible experiments, or given 
to German families.   The life of Poles under German occupation was one where they could 
expect to be summarily rounded up on the streets, or taken forcibly from their homes, and then 
sent to concentration camps, to slave labor sites in Germany, or held for public executions that 
were held routinely to terrorize the population. Sadly, inhumanity was endless. 
  
 Considering the above, I think you can imagine how Polish Americans were hurt by  
the words of Congressman Cohen.  His words have the potential to promote anti-Polish hatred.  
For a comprehensive review of the situation with Congressman Cohen please visit:   
https://polishmediaissues.online/a-rebuke-of-us-congressman-stephen-cohen/ 
   
 I ask that you take a stand in this matter, and join me in rebuking Congressman Cohen.  

I hope to know your decision by Wednesday, June 23. Please e-mail your response to 

brozo@verizon.net. 

 

 Respectfully, 

 

 Richard Brzozowski  

 President 

 Polish American Congress, 

 Long Island Division 
               zk, 6-14-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 
PACT’21 - Meeting #19 

 Thursday – June 17, 2021    3 – 5:06 PM EST 

Participants: 

https://polishmediaissues.online/a-rebuke-of-us-congressman-stephen-cohen/
https://polishmediaissues.online/a-rebuke-of-us-congressman-stephen-cohen/
mailto:brozo@verizon.net


Andrzej, Edmund, Edward, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard,  

Tomek, Wiesiek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 

 

1) HR. 82, the repeal of the WEP –  
Gienek told us that 23 organizations and 60 individuals signed the letter supporting HR. 82.  
We decided that an organization will be mentioned only once and the name of president or 
rep. will be signed. 
A few countries were able to negotiate with the US officials to be excluded from the WEP. 
It is a pity that Poland has not even tried.  
Gienek did not like Tomek’s and Zbyszek's corrections of his reply to the EC.  
It will be important to include the PAC in the letter, so we should act carefully.     
Edward presented a history of struggle with the WEP. 
Poland made the mistake by sending a letter to the Soc. Sec. office stating that Polish 
authorities will use not proportional but the full method of retirement calculation. 
It was decided that we will wait to send letters to legislators until June 30. We do not know 
which bill eventually will be voted on: HR. 82 that is beneficial to us or HR. 2337 which omits 
immigrants.      
 

2) Rep. Steve Cohen – fighting with misinformation that can incite anti-Polish hatred. 
We talked about who is going to do what.  
In Subject in Senators’ websites can be written: 
 “Please stop WWII history revisionisms in the Congress” 
 

. Next meeting: Thursday, 6-24-21 at 3 PM EST  
 
  AGENDA:  
 
1) HR. 82 – update, Andrzej’s appeal, and letter to the PAC EC.   
2) News from Poland (Edmund). 
3) Mr. Cohen – continuation of pressure: 
     a. Notification of 100 Senators 
     b. Letters to Reps 
     c. Resolution  

               zk, 6-21-21 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

               PACT’21 - Meeting #20 

 Thursday – June 24, 2021     3 – 5:37 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Józef, Ryszard, Teofil, 

Tomek, Zbyszek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 
 

1) HR. 82. 
Gienek: Mr. Spula has different approach from ours, he prefers to involve PAC 
members to make calls to legislators. He refused to to sign our letter supporting 
HR. 82. Worst, President PAC discourages to participate in our action. Once 
again, instead of cooperation, he chose to spoil the Polonia’s initiative.  
That is his realization of motto, he likes to recall "United we stand..." ?  



It is disgusting.  
So far, 29 organizations signed our letter.  
It was decided to extent collection of signatures to the end of July.   

2) News from Poland.  
Edmund: it seems that the issue concerning methods of retirement’s calculations 
became a hot potato for Polish officials. He supposed to meet with the minister 
that presently is responsible to deal with Soc. Sec. and ZUS. According to 
Gienek Anna Schmidt is a new appointee and will have to consult with Robert 
Wójcik, that is responsible for misleading the Soc. Sec. office – this may derail 
our efforts to correct the problem. 
Edmund will try, after his vacation to participate in a media conference with the 
Prime Minister and other events to increase chances to meet and talk with 
officials.  
Edmund made an interesting discovery: Yahoo.com emails are rejected from 
government servers.   

3) The PAC Newsletter. 
It is a pity that Klara’s message concerning the WEP was published with major 
mistakes. Also, there is no mentioning of the interview on CNN with 
Congressmen Cohen and the action of PAC-LI. This is the result of lack of 
consultations with those who know a subject. . Among many interesting articles 
are bios of a few interns that have recently joined the PAC to help Klara. And the 
interview with Dr. Mark Pienkos. We all should be thankful for Mark, his 
dedication, for  standing by fulfilling his promise and producing a professionally 
looking newsletter in timely manner, every three months.  
After 3 terms as VP for PR, he is ready for a new adventure.   
Who is going to replace him, who is going to continue his mission ? 

4) Mr. Cohen.  
Richard will call Congressmen to whom he sent his letter (attached) and remind 
them that he expects a reply. 
Presidents of PAC divisions are encouraged to send the same or modified letter 
to legislators in their states.  

5) Serials on TVP. 
Tomek: the 25-year contract with son of Mr. Szczepański and now Polish TV 
serials can be watched on internet. Google: Vodtvp.pl 
   

. Next meeting: Thursday, 7-15-21 at 3 PM EST  
 
This Wednesday we have PAC-IDC, thus we skip PACT meeting 
 
  AGENDA will be announced  
 
 

               zk, 7-5-21 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #21 

These meetings are to exchange info and ideas + work on implementation of plans 

PACT’s mission is to strengthen the importance of Polonia (wzmocnić znaczenie Polonii) 

 Thursday – July 15, 2021     3 – 5:50 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Jurek, Ryszard,  



Tomek, Wiesław, Zbyszek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 
 

1) The Conference “Immigration during the Marshal Law”.  
Wiesław explained all the details.  
The conference will be held in Polish on October 15,16,17 (from Friday to 
Sunday) at the John Paul II Center in Clearwater, Florida.  20 min papers will be 
presented from 9 AM till 3 PM.  A book containing all papers will be published.  
Those who cannot come can watch via Zoom.  Info about the conference can be 
found on the website  ŚWIATOWEJ RADY BADAŃ nad POLONIĄ 
http://srbnp.pl/index.php/informacje-o-radzie 
Wiesław repeated the invitation to submit papers. He also informed us when  
the Coalition of Polish Americans could have their meetings (after 3 PM to at 
least 8 PM) and on Sunday 8 AM-12 PM. 
 
2) HR. 82. 
Gienek told us that not all divisions signed the letter. We will try to reach those 
that did not respond. It was speculated that maybe they are afraid of PAC 
President. The interesting exchange of emails between Mr. Spula and Zbyszek is 
included below this report.    
 
3) The issues of Coalition of Polish Americans were briefly discussed.  
Krzysiek proposed to prepare the list of matters that ought to be discussed during 
CPA General Meeting, scheduled for October, during our Thursdays’ meetings 
 
4) Edmund joined us from his vacation in Spain. 
It was a nice break from our meeting routine to see the nature and beauty of the 
Spanish coast.  We wished we were there with him. 
 
5) WWII Resolution. 
Krzysiek presented his improvements and added one more whereas  
about Polish children. We liked his proposal and only worked on choosing best 
words (attached).   
.  
6) Mr. Steve Cohen.  
Richard persuaded Stefan to stop picketing in front of Suozzi’s office thanks to 
Łucja’s intervention. She rightly stated this is a congressman unlike others with 
whom we can work.  Instead, we plan to visit all 5 legislators on Long Island + 
offices of two senators.  
 

. Next meeting: Thursday, 7-22-21 at 3 PM EST  
 
  AGENDA  

1) HR. 82  
2) PAC meeting 
3) WWII Resolution 
4) The pipe Nord Stream II 
5) Emails’ exchange w/ Mr. Spula 

 

               zk, 7-5-21 

http://srbnp.pl/index.php/informacje-o-radzie


From: Zbyszek Koralewski <zkoral@aol.com> 
To: frank.spula@pna-znp.org <frank.spula@pna-znp.org> 
Cc: pac_nd@googlegroups.com <pac_nd@googlegroups.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jul 21, 2021 9:46 am 
Subject: Re: [PAC_ND] Response to Comments 
 

Dear Mr. Spula, 
 
I appreciate your quick response to my question.  The reopening of communication channels 
should help the Executive Committee to be more pro-active and be more in control of issues 
important for Polonia. 
 
Thank you for explaining your position.   
Summarizing: you are the president of a supra-organization and as such: 

• you do not get personally involved in issues important for Polonia; 
• you direct members to follow your directions: 
• you avoid to cooperate with other organizations in the fear of being downgraded.  

Please correct me if I understood you wrongly.   
 
Will you ask Mrs. Wiśniewska to inform PAC members which legislators, so far, has been 
contacted and by which divisions?  Sharing this info can be a good motivational factor for others 
to follow. 
 
Best Regards, 
Zbyszek Koralewski 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: FRANK SPULA <frank.spula@pna-znp.org> 
To: 'zkoral@aol.com' <zkoral@aol.com> 
Cc: 'pac_nd@googlegroups.com' <pac_nd@googlegroups.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jul 19, 2021 4:47 pm 
Subject: [PAC_ND] Response to Comments 

Dear Mr. Koralewski, 
  
I decline to sign the letter in support of legislation on WEP from presidents of Polish American 
Organizations because the POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS is a supra-organization and NOT just another 
Polish American Organization.  By signing this letter I would be putting the POLISH AMERICAN 
CONGRESS on the same level of importance as small local Polish American Organizations.  This letter 
adds nothing to the text of the LEGISLATIVE ALERT prepared by Vice-President Bajdek. 
  
It does NOT surprise me that the Congressional Offices you contacted told you that they do NOT ignore 
emails from constituents or others. It would be awkward for a Congressional Office to admit that they 
ignore citizens' requests and complaints. I suggest that you ask staffers if such correspondence receives 
replies. 
  
The POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS will continue to operate LEGISLATIVE ALERTS via phone calls from 
Polish American constituents to their members of Congress.  This is the most effective and efficient way 
to influence legislation. 
  
I look forward to hearing from Mrs. Klara Wisniewska how many members of the POLISH AMERICAN 
CONGRESS LONG ISLAND DIVISION complied with the LEGISLATIVE ALERT on HR 82 and S 1302.  Please 
give this information to Mrs.Wisniewska. 
  



Sincerely, 
  

Frank J. Spula 

President 
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Zbyszek Koralewski <zkoral@aol.com> 
To: frank.spula@pna-znp.org <frank.spula@pna-znp.org>; pac_nd@googlegroups.com 
<pac_nd@googlegroups.com> 
Sent: Sun, Jul 18, 2021 9:47 pm 
Subject: > answer to Mr. Spula...Re: [PAC_ND] Response to Inquiries 
 

Dear Mr. Spula,  
 
I am thankful for taking your time to respond to my questions.  The two way 
communication  
between the EC and members of PAC is critical for our organization to be effective and 
cohesive. 
 
I felt confident about my assumptions but to check them I contacted offices of 5 
congressional legislators on Long Island.  Answers I received confirmed my 
assumptions.   
 
Contrary to your belief: 

• Emails and letters are entered into the system, just as phone calls are; 
• There is no confusion when people express their opinion using different 

platforms; 
• Legislators do not disregard messages from organizations and their officers, 

even though their own constituents remain their priority.  

Above statements can be easily verified in other districts.  
I do not think that the Long Island congressmen are unique.  
 
Do you still believe that involvement of the president of PAC and presidents of districts 
will confuse legislators, and not strengthen our efforts? 
 
Kind Regards, 
Zbyszek Koralewski 
 
PS. 
below is one of the answers I received 
 
From: Peterson, Steven <Steven.Peterson@mail.house.gov> 
To: Zbyszek Koralewski <zkoral@aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jul 14, 2021 8:13 pm 
Subject: Re: > questions < please help to clarify some issues 

Answers to your 3 questions below. Hope this is helpful. 
 
1. Letters and emails are also entered into the system in addition to phone calls so that we can give Tom 
a full sense of what people are contacting our office about. 
 



2. I’m not exactly sure who we’re required to respond to (if anyone by rule) but we always try to respond 
promptly to both constituents and leaders of organizations who contact us.  
 
3. I would say it depends somewhat on the specific situation but in general we place extra importance on 
the views of our constituents because ultimately those are the people we represent. 

 
Sent from my iPhone 

 
 
On Jul 14, 2021, at 7:40 PM, Zbyszek Koralewski <zkoral@aol.com> wrote: 

Steven, 

Is it true that:  
1)  Congressional staffers record only phone calls, not letters or emails, from 
constituents. Additional emails and letters confuse them. 
2) Members of Congress are obliged to respond ONLY to their constituents and NOT to leaders 
of organizations. 
3) Constituents who phone are more influential, than presidents of organizations.  

Thanks, 
Zbyszek 

 -----Original Message----- 
From: FRANK SPULA <frank.spula@pna-znp.org> 
To: 'pac_nd@googlegroups.com' <pac_nd@googlegroups.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jul 14, 2021 4:32 pm 
Subject: [PAC_ND] Response to Inquiries 

Dear Mr. Koralewski, 
  
Please see below for responses to your questions and comments: 
  
1) Why approaching a legislator not only by phone, but also by e-mail or letter in support 
of the same issue, in your opinion: will be confusing for the legislator?  
  
An.  Congressional staffers only record phone calls, not email or letters, from 
CONSTITUENTS, for or against legislation under consideration.  The letter addressed 
to all members of Congress from Polish American organizations will receive no 
replies.  Letters go into the trash unless they include re-election campaign contributions. 
  
2) On what basis do you believe, that contacting a few legislators rather than all 535, is 
more effective ? 

  
An,  ONLY IN 19 STATES ARE POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS members 
constituents of Members of Congress.  Members of Congress ONLY pay attention to 
what their constituents think because only constituents vote to re-elect them. Please 
reread below Vice-President Bajdek's answer to your questions.  The letter from Polish 
American organization leaders DOES NOT in many cases come from constituents of 
members of Congress to whom it is addressed.  In America we have a system based on 
geographical representation, rather than on consideration of issues presumed by some 
to be of national importance.   WEP does NOT matter to the citizens of Wyoming and 
many other States.  Why send the Congressional Delegations of these States the letter 
from Polish American organization leaders? 

  



3) What carries more weight: support of President of a national ethnic organization or 
voices of individuals? 

  
An..  The number of constituents who phone for or against legislation under 
consideration is more influential, because the president of an organization only has one 
vote. Presidents of organizations only are influential if they contribute to election 
campaigns. 
  
4) Will the list of those who called legislators be available to PAC members? 

  
An..  The number of POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS members who comply with the 
LEGISLATIVE ALERT will only be available if Presidents of Divisions let Mrs. 
Wisniewska know how many of their Divisions' members phoned their members of 
Congress.  POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS members MAY, or MAY NOT, wish to 
have their names on record. 
  
5) Why the EC action was not consulted with those who initiated efforts to eliminate the 
WEP? 

  
An..  The POLISH AMERICAN CONGRESS had been considering action on WEP since 
the 2017 CND in Washington, DC. 
  
The Michigan Division's exemplary compliance with Vice-President Bajdek's Legislative 
Alert to enact HR82 and S1302 includes their report to Mrs. Klara Wisniewska  of the 
number of their Division members who phoned the offices  of their State's members of 
Congress.  This shows that other Divisions can do the same.  Compliance with Polish 
American Congress LEGISLATIVE ALERTS does require more effort than sending an 
ineffective letter to all members of Congress and then waiting in vain for a reply. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Frank J. Spula 

President 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 
PACT’21 - Meeting #22 

 Thursday – July 22, 2021    3 – 6:19 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard,  

Tomek, Zbyszek 
 

work as hard as you can on at least one thing and see what happens – Jordan Peterson 
 

1) The PAC meeting last Monday between the EC and presidents of divisions. 
Richard made notes and shared with us. Besides 11 members of the EC, 6 
presidents of divisions participated: Andrzej (NJ), Ryszard (Long Island), 
Bankowski (Michigan), Kocur (Connecticut), Niedzinski (Chicago), Kaminski 
(Down State NY).  Andrzej asked to change the date of planned PAC General 
Meeting because it is at the time when the International Conference will be 
held in Clearwater in Florida (15, 16, 17 October). The PAC General Meeting 



will be held via Zoom. Presidents of organizations and National Directors can 
participate only when they will pay dues $300 plus extra $150.  Two 
computers or smart phones will be necessary during the election. Two 
training sessions will be available and announced soon. Andrzej asked Mr. 
Spula to distribute Katyń Lesson in Chicago area (schools on the East Coast 
already received it). 
 

2) Krzysiek joined us via phone from his vacation in Michigan. He rented a 
cottage on the shore of one of many beautiful lakes in that state. There is an 
area where sand dunes are the highest in the world, 100 m. Krzysiek could 
not turn on the camera, thus unfortunately, we did not see the place. 

 

3) How to collect dues was suggested when a place where normally mail was 
delivered is not available anymore. Instead of post box, a private address can 
be agreed to use to save money and for convenience. Andrzej suggested Pay 
Pal  

      with the option “for friend” to avoid charges or direct money transfers from    
     accounts in P&S FCU. Gienek told us about their method: when members of    
     organization meet while attending a church, checks can be collected.   
 

4)  Edmund met with vice minister Anna Schmidt. As Gienek predicted, she 
came with the expert and that means, director Robert Wojcik. Edmund, 
although not prepared for such occasion, was able to extract important info. 
According to the law Mr. Wójcik said that “a retiree has no choice which 
method he can choose to have his/her retirement calculated”. Edmund 
requested to deliver a report from the meeting. Both, minister and director 
declared that they are ready to meet with Polonia experts via Zoom. 

 

5) Gienek presented how courts understand the right to choose more favorable 
method. Out of 7 cases only one was won.  

 

6) Tomek suggested to prepare a lesson about the Battle of Warsaw. 
      Its importance is unknown. Krzysiek supported Tomek’s view.    
 
7) Mr. Cohen. Richard handed over Stefan’s request to send him pictures that 

could be useful in educating legislators about Poland and WWII. 
 

. Next meeting: Thursday, 7-29-21 at 3 PM EST  
 
  AGENDA  

8) Mr. Wójcik’s report – what we learned (attached) 
9) CPA General Meeting – proposals  
10) PAC General Meeting – proposals 
11) WWII Resolution 

 
               zk, 7-28-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #23 

 Thursday – July 29, 2021    3 – 5:47 PM EST 

Participants: 



Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard,  

Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

“First identify mountains worth to climb, next find willing to join the climb”  
 

1) Our response to Mr. Wójcik’s interpretation of law concerning the choice of 
method of retirement’s calculations.   Gienek pointed mistakes in the written 
summary of the meeting between Edmund and vice minister Anna Schmidt and 
director Wójcik. It was decided that a team under the direction of Gienek will 
prepare a reply that will be sent to Schmidt, Wójcik, and a copy to minister 
Dziedziczak. Members of the team: Andrzej, Ela, Teofil. After sending the reply 
presenting our position, a meeting will be set between Schmidt, Wójcik and 
Edmund, Gienek, Ela, Teofil, Tomek.  

     What we plan to achieve: we expect the law to be respected by Poland. 
 

2) A flyer for legislators. The text of first item was roughly composed during this 
meeting. Other items were accepted but must be formulated more precisely. 
Richard and Zbyszek will work on polishing it. 
 (The draft was prepared Friday and is attached for comments and corrections) 

 

3) Edmund joined us while he was on a boat fishing on a lake. This shows how 
dedicated are some of PACT members.  It was a nice break to see not a 
document but a scenic landscape, sunset and happy face of Edmund. We are all 
so grateful for his accomplishment in obtaining a written statement from Polish 
government officials regarding their interpretation of the law concerning 
calculations of retirement  

 

4) Open letter to the US President – please read and distribute it: 

https://www.poloniainstitute.net/recommended/open-letter-against-the-exploitation-

of-the-holocaust-to-the-detriment-of-polish-victims-of-german-atrocities/  

. Next meeting: NOT A COMING BUT FOLLOWING Thursday, 8-12-21 at 3 PM EST  

  Reason: next week we meet via Zoom, Wednesday at 8 PM EST    
 
  AGENDA will be announced 
 

               zk, 7-30-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #24 

 Thursday – August 12, 2021      3 – 6:12 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Ryszard,  

Tomek, Wiesław, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

“Having a sense of purpose makes the life worth living”    
 

1) The International Scientific Conference in Clearwater, Florida – invitations were sent to 

 the PAC President; Frank Spula, VP for PR; Mark Pienkos and Administrator; Klara 

Wiśniewska by President, Walter Gołębiowski of the Worldwide Research on Poles. 

https://www.poloniainstitute.net/recommended/open-letter-against-the-exploitation-of-the-holocaust-to-the-detriment-of-polish-victims-of-german-atrocities/
https://www.poloniainstitute.net/recommended/open-letter-against-the-exploitation-of-the-holocaust-to-the-detriment-of-polish-victims-of-german-atrocities/


The Conference entitled "Emigration of the Martial Law, reasons, nature and significance for 

Poland from the perspective of 40 years" will be held in October 15-16. 

http://srbnp.pl/index.php  

The warning sent to the PAC Executive Committee not to schedule the annual ND Meeting, 

on the same day, was ignored.  A few National Directors that plan to participate in both 

events will have to decide which meeting to attend. 

Two weeks ago, a request for rescheduling the PAC National Directors’ Conference was sent 

to Mr. Spula via ND Forum. So far, there has been no response.  

Richard Brzozowski declared that although he has already paid $150 towards the PAC 

Zoom ND’s Conference, he will not attend it if the EC will not reschedule it.   

 

2) PAC West Florida – the future of this division was discussed. A complete lack of interest in 

activities of this division by the EC, lack of communication with the PAC's officers and 

inactivity of the EC, were emphasized.  Based on those facts the conclusion was made that 

there is no sense to be a part of PAC.  Participants of this meeting were trying to convince to 

keep this organization alive. They presented advantages of PAC membership and were 

giving examples of other divisions that function well without waiting for the EC to lead.    

 

3) The General Meeting of CPA – when and how members can meet was again presented. 
Some issues concerning the agenda were discussed. 

 

4) Defense of the good name of Poland - it was reminded that Republika Polonia, which 
brings together patriotic Poles from all over the world, organizes the conference which will 
take place in Warsaw at the former Victoria hotel, on September 3-5, 2021. The leitmotif of 
the event will be the role of people of Polish origin living outside the country in protecting the 
good name of Poland and Poles.  At the conference on September 3, representatives of the 
Polish authorities, parliament and the European Parliament, the world of science and non-
governmental organizations will take the floor. Speeches by people living outside the 
country are planned in the form of workshops, which will take place on September 4 and 5. 
During the workshop, an analysis of the instruments used to protect the good name of 
Poland and Poles in the countries of residence of people of Polish origin will be presented, 
as well as an assessment of their effectiveness. 
Details: https://republikapolonia.org/konferencja-srp-2021/ 
 

5) Meeting with the Consul General in Ohio – it was disappointing to learn that Adrian 
Kubicki is not familiar with WEP and it was shocking to hear his opinion that it should not be 
allowed to collect two retirements, Polish and American.     

 

6) Meeting with Rep. Marcy Kaptur – was also disappointing. She was unoriented about 
WEP.  Link to the event: https://www.pacoh.org/post/the-eagles-monument-by-andrzej-
pity%C5%84ski  

 
7) A response to trickery and lies, included in summary received by Edmund after meeting 

with minister Anna Schmidt and director Robert Wójcik in Warsaw, was prepared by our 
expert. Interested in retirement issues will have an additional meeting. 

 

Recommended: 

Why Poland is right: 

https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/poland-holocaust-property-liel-leibovitz  

 
 Next meeting: Thursday, 8-19-21 at 3 PM EST  
   
  AGENDA  
 

http://srbnp.pl/index.php
https://republikapolonia.org/konferencja-srp-2021/
https://www.pacoh.org/post/the-eagles-monument-by-andrzej-pity%C5%84ski
https://www.pacoh.org/post/the-eagles-monument-by-andrzej-pity%C5%84ski
https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/poland-holocaust-property-liel-leibovitz


1) The update of US Department of State on legislation in Poland –
https://www.state.gov/update-on-recent-legislative-developments-in-poland/  

2) Chaotic departure from Afghanistan – conclusions    
3) Issues concerning WEP 
4) CPA and PAC, by- laws amendments - proposals 
5) What should be discussed during CPA and PAC General Meetings – proposals 
6) Reminder how to treat yourself when you catch Covid-19. 
7) The Polish Heritage Center in Panna Maria, Texas - the Zoom meeting: 

 Thursday, August 19, 2021 07:00 PM Eastern Time (US) 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87864134755?pwd=d0NuTXJEZGRQaXA1dVQwaVQvS2ZWUT09 

8)  Katyń Monument in Jersey City- most recent news  
9)  A Website dedicated to matters important for Polonia   

 
               zk, 8-18-21 

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

PACT’21 - Meeting #25 

 Thursday – August 19, 2021  3 – 5:43 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Gienek, Józef K., Krzysiek, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

“Having a sense of purpose makes the life worth living”  
 

1) The draft of response to the US Department of State’s pressure on Poland regarding 

the legislation prepared by Tomek Kołodziej for the Coalition of Polish Americans was 

mentioned. Krzysiek got involved in polishing it.  

2) Chaotic departure from Afghanistan – the US allies and enemies draw conclusions and 
Polish government should too and use to its advantage. The security of Poland may 
depend on reactions of Polonia (Władek). A quid pro quo occasion occurs (Andrzej) as 
Poland was approached by the DoS to accept Afghanistan’s escapers. For now, we can 
only write letters and organize demonstrations (Gienek).    

3) Issues concerning WEP.  The 11- page notes, prepared by Gienek as a response to 
director Wójcik statements that we received via Edmund, are examined by a lawyer. 
Al is the hand of PASI now according to Gienek. On coming Sunday 8-22-21 is planed a 
Zoom meeting to get more support for HR. 82. Mrs. Elżbieta Baumgartner will have a 
lecture. Andrzej is helping in logistics.  

4) The website for reaction to attacks on Poland proposed by Krystyna was discussed, 
Andrzej offered the space on the website of Coalition.  

5) Coalition of Polish Americans (CPA). In last year there were 31 members, this year 14 
(Józef). The access to Forum has ~50 people (Andrzej). It would be interesting to hear, from 
present and former members, what they expect from CPA and this could be best done by 
talking to them (Zbyszek). He volunteered to do that, he needs names and phone Nr. 
Amendment of By-laws; new positions of Honorary President and Chronicler will be 
proposed by zk.     

6) Katyń monument – Andrzej participated in the town council meeting. There is a new 

danger to the monument that it will be hidden behind trees and bushes that a developer 

proposes as a “beatification” of the place. A letter should be written to protect the 

monument. Andrzej volunteered to write a draft to Jersey City’s officials. 

7) Polish American Congress. The reports from the Executive Committee’s meetings must 

be sent to PAC members – By-law amendment proposed by Richard (he was not present at 

this meeting). We should not wait for the EC to act, the PAC divisions should closely 

cooperate on issues important for Polonia – Gienek reminded us and all agreed. 

Władek proposed to send questions about By-laws on ND forum as a form of a pressure 

for the EC to act.  Interns that help Klara should be approached (Zbyszek will try to do it).  

https://www.state.gov/update-on-recent-legislative-developments-in-poland/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87864134755?pwd=d0NuTXJEZGRQaXA1dVQwaVQvS2ZWUT09


 

Reminder:  If you have these symptoms, you may have COVID-19: 

• Fever or chills 
• Cough 
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing 
• Fatigue 
• Muscle or body aches 
• Headache 
• New loss of taste or smell 
• Sore throat 
• Congestion or runny nose 
• Nausea or vomiting 
• Diarrhea 

if you catch the virus what to do: 

Leki antyhistaminowe antagonista receptora H1 - jedne z najlepszych w tym temacie to te zawierające 
czynną substancję : desloratadinum, tego składnika trzeba szukać w leku. W razie pierwszych 
symptomów należy podać około 20 mg ( zalecenia lekarzy) czyli okolo 4 tabletki jednorazowo 

codziennie przez dwa - trzy dni ( potem po 1-2  do ustąpienia objawów).  
medical report: https://www.medicalandresearch.com/journals/view_article/677  

  

 Next meeting: Thursday, 8-26-21 at 3 PM EST  
   
  AGENDA  
 

1) Polonia’s reaction to media comments: Poland’s Troubling Legislation, and the United 
States’ Unwavering Commitment to Holocaust Era Justice. 

2) Support for HR. 82 – update  
3) Proposals (continuation) concerning General Meetings of CPA and PAC.  

4) Comments on the Zoom meeting organized by Mark Pienkos Thursday, August 19, 2021 07:00 
PM Eastern Time (US)8) concerning the Polish Heritage Center in Panna Maria, Texas .  

5) Draft of a letter to officials, supporting status quo of Katyń Monument in Jersey City -  
6) Tony Bajdek’s reaction to the flyer for congressmen  
7) Which organizations should endorse the WWII Resolution?   

 

 
               zk, 8-26-21 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

PACT’21 - Meeting #26 

These meetings are to exchange info and ideas + work on implementation of plans 

PACT’s mission is to strengthen the importance of Polonia (wzmocnić znaczenie Polonii) 

 Thursday – August 26, 2021    3 – 6:01 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krystyna, Krzysiek, Ryszard,  
Tomek, Wiesław, Władek, Zbyszek 

“Having a sense of purpose makes the life worth living”  
 

1) Reaction to lies about Poland. Krysia spoke about cooperation with people involved in 

defending the truth and her suggestion to have a place in internet dedicated to this issue.   

2) The reply to director’s Wójcik statements was sent to vice minister Anna Schmidt and 
copy to minister Dziedziczak by Edmund. The main paper was prepared by Gienek. The 

https://www.medicalandresearch.com/journals/view_article/677


cover letter was prepared by Teofil (a lawyer cooperating with us). Gienek supplied all 
additional materials requested by Teofil. The additional materials were shared by Elżbieta 
Baumgartner.  The reply was signed by President of Coalition of Polish Americans, dr. 
Stanisław Śliwowski. If the reply should be publicized It was discussed and decided that it 
must be first consulted with Stanisław. 

3) Meeting with the new Ambassador to Poland Mark Brzeziński was proposed by Wiesław. 
This interesting idea initiated a long discussion how this could be done.   

4) Defending the good name of Poland.  Wiesław mentioned that tomorrow he is flying to 

Warsaw to participate in the Conference under that title organized by newly formed 

Republika Polonia. Wiesław promised to deliver a report from the Conference.  

5) A website for Confederation of independent Organizations was proposed by Władek 

and to name it Polonia’s Matters. It could be a great platform for the exchange of info and 

cooperation. 

6) Millions of dollars do not go to Polonia organizations. Polish Americans donate their 

estates to American charitable organizations or states become owners of properties when 

there is no will.  Proposals were made how to approach this matter.  Halina suggested to 

look for Polonian millionaires.    

 

Reminder: we will not have this week Thursday’s meeting 

 

because we have the PAC Inter-Divisional Conference (PAC_IDC) this Wednesday  

via Zoom.  To join, please click on the link: 

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/3452654560?pwd=eVQ1RnRJUmduZzVCa0JVaWFqUjZrdz09  

 
 Next PACT meeting: Thursday, 9-9-21 at 3 PM EST  
   
  AGENDA  will be announced  

 
               zk, 9-2-21 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

PACT’21 - Meeting #27 

 Thursday – September 9, 2021    3 – 5:35 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, John, Krystyna, Krzysiek, Ryszard,  
Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 

“Having a sense of purpose makes the life worth living”  
 

1) WWII Resolution – Legislative Alert.  The modification of inserted by the Kosciuszko 

Foundation ”whereas”, about Jewish deaths, was sent by Zbyszek. It was not easy to get an 

acceptation of another correction. Finally, the email from the Suozzi’s office came during this 

meeting, with the final version of the Resolution. The email was shown to participants and 

immediately discussion followed how to get co-sponsors. Tomorrow (Friday) Andrzej, 

Krzysiek, Władek I Zbyszek will meet to find the best way to gather the support. The 

Resolution will be submitted in the morning of Sept.20, so we have only one week to get as 

many sponsors as we possibly can. This is a great opportunity for the PAC to show its 

leadership skills. A letter to president of the PAC will be prepared to push for the Legislative 

Alert. Additionally, we should motivate members of organizations by showing how to act by 

sending emails and calling local legislators, argued Władek.     

, 

2) Support for HR.82 Gienek reminded that to eliminate Social Security retirement’s reduction,   

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/3452654560?pwd=eVQ1RnRJUmduZzVCa0JVaWFqUjZrdz09


the two-way action is conducted. One in Poland and one in the US. Edmund got message 
from the office of minister Anna Schmidt that by the middle of September he should receive 
a response on our inquiry. If it comes to the support of HR.82, over 60 organizations signed 
the petitions and four versions of letter will be sent to legislators soon by Wojtek.  
 

3) A response to Mr. Spula’s open letter to Polonia will be prepared, emphasizing 
cooperation instead of competition between Polish American organizations. The opposite to 
aggressiveness of Spula’s letter addressed to Polonia. A team was formed to prepare the 
open letter: Andrzej, Krzysiek, Władek, Zbyszek.  
Władek: Mr. Spula made a strategic mistake attacking CPA and PASI. His letter discourages     

     a cooperation among Polonian organizations. It is pitiful, summarized Gienek.   
 
4) The PAC President’s letter to President Biden (Aug. 30) praising him for ending the 

intervention in Afghanistan should have been Spula’s personal opinion – all participants 
agreed. Polonia has not accepted the way this withdrawal was conducted.   
 

5) Defending the good name of Poland.  The Conference in Warsaw under that title was 

organized by newly formed Republika Polonia in Sept. 3-4.  We were waiting for Wiesław, 

one of organizers and participants, to give a report but he did not join us. Conferences are 

needed but we need more concrete actions, not just words – all agreed with this opinion.  

 

 

6) Poles living abroad and Polonia. Krystyna drew attention that we should be aware that   

these terms mean different things. Poles living abroad, are persons who temporary are   

residing in a particular country and usually do not get involved in matters concerning the 

country they live in. Polonia cares or should care about the country, they decided to be their 

permanent home. 

 

 

7) All actions are initiated by small groups – noted John.  Their ideas and leadership is 

essential for any community to be successful.  How to find right people and make them 

willing to cooperate – Władek presented his suggestions. 

 

Asking following questions can help:   

a. do you have children, do you have grandchildren? 

b. are they successful? 

c. do you want to leave something special for them? 

 

8) Polish TV on YouTube – PolandIn.com. Edmund was offered to work for them but refused 

because he would be forced to work long hours. Is this what Andrzej had in mind? We will 

watch and share with our observations at the next meeting 

 
 Next PACT meeting: Thursday, 9-16 21 at 3 PM EST  
   
  AGENDA will be announced  

               zk, 9-28-21 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

PACT’21 - Meeting #28 

 Thursday – September 16, 2021    3 – 4:33 PM EST 

Participants: 

Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 
 



“Having a sense of purpose makes the life worth living”  
 

1) What is the best method to find one’s representative – a lengthy discussion (in my 

opinion unnecessary) followed.  

 

2) Will telephone calls be enough to convince Reps to co-sponsor the Resolution? All agreed 

that emails and follow up calls will most likely be necessary. 

 

 

3) Sending letters could be the best method in finding supporters for the Resolution – 

according to Gienek. Letters can be sent by fax, as Reps list them on their web pages. 

 

 

We finished earlier than usual because some of us wanted to participate in this evening 

Coalition’s meeting.  

 

 Next PACT meeting: Thursday, 9-30-21 at 3 PM EST  
   
  AGENDA  
 

1. HR 82 – update. 

2. The WWII Resolution – what was accomplished and what was not 

3. The Katyń Lesson – distribution to Polonian schools around the world 

4. Congressional briefings – next serious project 

5. List of contacts w/ media – starting with Polish American papers, radios, etc. 

6. List of Reps – friendly and unfriendly to Polonia 

7. Coalition of Polish Americans – coming General Meeting and elections in Clearwater, Florida  

8. Polish American Congress – National Directors’ Meeting and elections meeting by Zoom 

9. Festival of Polonia of Long Island – report and conclusions  

 
               zk, 9-29-21 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

PACT’21 - Meeting #29 

 Thursday – September 30, 2021    3 – 7:02 PM EST 

Participants: 

Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krystyna, Krzysiek, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 
 

“Having a sense of purpose makes the life worth living” 
 

On Sept. 23, we did not have our regular meeting because the President of RP, Andrzej Duda 
came to Willington, NJ and some of us had a chance to meet him. 

 
1) H.R. 82 – Gienek could say nothing new: we are waiting for sending letters through fax 

followed by actual letters to legislators by Wojtek. Edmund has not yet received a response 

from the Minister Anna Schmidt.   

 

2) Establishing permanent contacts with local legislators. As all remember, this is one of 

the original ideas presented right at the beginning when PACT was forming. The list, created 

during the action of finding the support for the bill H. R. 82, can be used to find persons 

interested in this project. Gienek warned that most organizations are afraid to get involved in 

any political activities because they are registered as charitable under the section of 501c 

(3). Zbyszek pointed out that those who decide to get involved: can do it as private citizens 



or can join the PAC or Coalition which would help elevate their importance in the eyes of 

Reps.    

 

3) The Polish American media – creating the contact list. Władek: we need to have a kind 

of business card describing who we are.  He promised to prepare a draft.  Tomek: Facebook 

for our group should be established where comments can be made without names. He also 

mentioned Twitter, as nowadays the common tool of communication used widely by 

politicians.    

 

4) The American media – creating the contact list. To inform local communities about Polish 

related issues would be helpful in creating a positive image of our ethnic group. The idea 

first expressed by Prof. Żaryn during the breakfast at the hotel, while he came to the Katyń-

Smoleńsk Conference in Doylestown, 4 years ago. 

 

5) Whom to agitate to join organizations?  According to Waldemar Biniecki, Polish American 

organizations should open wide doors for the young people. Władek has a different, more 

practical idea: retired persons with a corporate experience would be the best. Our Tomek is 

an exception and we wish we had more like him in our group. Rightfully he reminded, that 

Zbyszek supposed to contact the PAC interns. Krzysiek shared with his observations, that 

Polonia have no tradition to get politically involved for various reasons, thus our difficulties to 

find those few.  

Władek: we are good when we have to fight but we do not like to get involved in organic 

work.  Tomek: Poles unite when they are threatened.  Jews unite for a financial advantage. 
They learned how to present themselves as victims and benefit from it. After coming from 

Poland, Krzysiek was shocked that such a significant Polonia in Chicago has no political 

representation.  

 

6) A response, to repeated Pat Buchanan’s accusation, that WWII was caused by refusing 

by Poland to give Germans a corridor to Gdansk. Krzysiek wrote an excellent letter to the 

conservative paper which printed Buchanan's hypothesis and presented to us. 

 

7) Holocaust education. Krystyna described how we can and should be involved in a local 

State Education Board that debates and decides what children will learn about.  She noticed 

that Jews are making efforts to work together with Afro-Americans to widen their influence.  

Krystyna was invited in Connecticut, in her state, to be in the working group that will be 

preparing school programs. 

 

 Next PACT meeting: NOT this Thursday, but next week 10-14-21 at 3 PM EST  
 
because this Wednesday we have the PAC Interdivisional Conference 
 
  AGENDA will be announced  

.               zk,10-05-21 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

 
PACT’21 - Meeting #30 

 Thursday – October 28, 2021….. 3 – 6:05 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Ania B., Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Teofil, Tomek, Staszek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

“Do not expect, inspect” 
 



On Oct. 7, we did not have our regular meeting because of interdivisional conference.  
On Oct. 14, and Oct. 21 we did not have meetings because of the Conference organized by 
“Światową Rada Badań nad Polonią” and annual meeting of Coalition of Polish Americans. 

 
1) H.R. 82 – Two weeks ago a letter from vice minister Anna Schmidt was received by 

Coalition of Polish Americans. According to Gienek, in this letter, the old misinformation 

about the law concerning calculating methods of retirement by Polish authorities, was 

repeated. It was decided that the group involved in preparing the first letter will meet on 

Saturday and prepare the answer based on Gienek’s remarks made on Schmidt’s 

reasonings.   

 

2) Orchard Lake. Anna gave us an overlook of situation in this institution in which affairs she is 

involved on everyday bases. The next week is going to be an important meeting between 

the Seminary Board and Regents Board. Władek explained how Poles lost the control of 

Orchard Lake. It began in 70’s when there was the first financial crisis. To solve that problem 

to the Regents Board were invited all, not just Polish Americans, who had money and could 

save this complex. To keep the Orchard Lake in Polish Hands a million dollars is needed.      

 

3) WWII Resolution.  Andrzej presented a list of the Committee on Foreign Affairs’ members 

organized by states with fax and telephone numbers. His work was appreciated, As Zbyszek 

learned, we need to convince at least 10 members of this Committee to co-sponsor H. Res. 

664. We  spent a good amount of time on polishing Krzysiek'ś proposal of the appeal that 

will be faxed to members of Committee. The appeal (attached under this report) will be 

signed by President of Coalition of Polish Americans. Similar messages should be sent by 

PAC divisions and other organizations.   

 

 Next PACT meeting: NOT this Thursday, but next week 11-11-21 at 3 PM EST  
because this Wednesday we have the PAC Interdivisional Conference 
 

AGENDA will be announced                                                                     zk,11-03-21 

. 
Honorable Congressman ...., 
 
The Coalition of Polish Americans requests your co-sponsorship and support for H.Res.664. 
 
We strongly believe that this Resolution, which enjoys bi-partisan co-sponsorship, is an important step 
toward correcting revisionist narratives regarding the history of World War II. 
 
This Resolution is equally important in reminding us of the vital role Poland plays in maintaining peace 
and security in Europe. As such, Poland has high strategic value to the United States.  We believe this 
Resolution embodies sound foreign policy principles as well as historical objectivity with regard to one of 
the most tragic and momentous period in recent history. 
 
Polish Americans hope that in addition to your sponsorship of the H.R.664, you would also motivate your 
colleagues in the US Congress, to immediately co-sponsor this Resolution.   
 
Respectfully,             

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 

PACT’21 - Meeting #31 

 Thursday – November 11, 2021     3 – 4:58 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Gienek, Halina, Krzysiek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 



“Do not expect, inspect” 
 

On Nov. 4, we did not meet because of another monthly inter-divisional conference. PAC_IDC 
are held on the first Wednesdays of a month. To this meeting I connected from the hotel not 
far from the New England Air Museum. After this PACT meeting, my wife and I went to the 
Museum to participate in opening of the permanent Kościuszko Squadron Exhibit.    

 

1) WEP- Polish side. The group that was formed to deal with the Polish aspect of this 

issue has not got together as it was planned. They supposed to answer to the letter from 

vice minister Anna Schmidt that was received, now 4 weeks ago. Gienek’s response 

waits for a cover letter. Andrzej is going to set the meeting of the group and will make 

sure that the letter will be written. The duty to sign letters, now after the election, fall on 

Leszek Pawlik, 

     a new President of Coalition of Polish Americans. Leszek will be informed about it.   

     Władek suggested to inform Polish media about the matter of Social Security that is reduced 

by Americans because Polish officials refuse to calculate Polish retirement using the 

proportional method.   

 

4) HR 82. Within the Ways & Means Committee is the Social Security Subcommittee and their 

members are responsible to submit the HR 82 bill for voting. Majority of Congressmen (233) 

co-sponsored this bill and now the decision belongs to the Soc. Sec. Subcommittee. We 

have to find contacts to them and identify their constituents. Andrzej again volunteered to 

prepare a list, as he did in case of the House Foreign Committee.   

 

5) WWII Resolution.  Andrzej presented the Congress website dedicated to support bills by 

organizations. All PAC divisions and other organizations will be encouraged to do so. 

 

Goctrack.us (https://www.govtrack.us/stakeholders/new-post?bill=hres664-117).  

 Persons that expressed a will to cooperate, when the action on HR 82 was conducted will 

be approached and ask to send emails to their legislators. Andrzej match lists of 

Committee’s Members with above individuals. The emails with instructions and document l 

to  their congressmen will be sent to constituents followed by tel. calls.    

  

 Next PACT meeting:  Thursday, 11-18-21 at 3 PM EST  
 
  AGENDA will be announced. 

 
               Zk,11-14-21 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

PACT’21 - Meeting #32 

weekly meetings are to exchange info and ideas + work on implementation of plans 

PACT’s mission is to strengthen the importance of Polonia (wzmocnić znaczenie Polonii) 

 Thursday – November 18 2021….. 3 – 6:03 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Halina, Jacek, Krysia, Krzysiek, Richard, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

“Small victories are better, repeatable and well-established” 
 

1) Meeting w/ Minister Dziedziczak. Edmund participated with over 20 other Polonian activists 

from around the world and reported what issues were discussed:  

a.  the old Polonia should transfer their legacy to younger generation.  

http://goctrack.us/
https://www.govtrack.us/stakeholders/new-post?bill=hres664-117


b. Importance of helping Polonia’s youth to travel to Poland 

c. encouraging students to study in Poland  

    Also, Józef Krutul participated and towards the end, Maria Szonert joined with Leszek Pawlik. 

    A lively discussion ensued on each subject among PACT members. The role of parents was 

emphasized in upbringing their children.  Richard proposed to give lessons for II and II 

generations of Polonia and teaching should be concentrated not on the language, but on why 

they should be proud of their roots.  And if it comes to learning language one day a week is 

not enough.  Krzysiek and Władek: a document should be prepared to motivate parents and 

children to learn the language of their parents. According to Andrzej such a paper already 

exists. Krysia: it is important that children hear their parents speak Polish.  Gienek: 

     good results can be achieved by sending children to linguistic-sightseeing camps. The 

Missouri division is organizing them and inviting parents to become PAC members. However, 

parents do not want to get involved in the organization’s life, Gienek complained. 

 

2) Elimination of WEP. Our experts have again not met as planned to prepare the answer to 

minister Schmidt's reply from the October 7th.. Gienek was disappointed that thanks have not 

been sent to those who signed the petition supporting the bill HR 82. Andrzej connected 

Jacek to the meeting. He asked to send thanks which prepared Gienek, once more to him 

and he will take care of writing a program which will automatically sed emails to supporters. 

    To all Congressmen and Senators faxes, or if faxes were not listed on their websites, letters 

were sent. 

 

3) Lies about Poland. Halina mentioned about Anne Applebaum's being interviewed on Fresh 

Air today. Anne did not miss a chance to negatively portray Poland. Krystyna brought our 

attention to lies about Poland spread by Prof. Anthony Polonsky. He was born in 

Johannesburg, South Africa to Lithuanian Jewish immigrant parents who arrived in South 

Africa in the late 19th century. His father was from a Yiddish speaking family from near 

Grodno (in modern Belarus) and his mother was from a Russified Jewish family from 

Lithuania. Polonsky was not raised in a Polish speaking background. He is Emeritus 

Professor of Holocaust Studies at Brandeis University.[1] He is the author of many historical 

works on the Holocaust,[2] and is an expert on Polish Jewish history.   Krystyna reacts to his 

accusations and would like us to have a special meeting on this topic. 

Also, she would like us to think how to increase Polonia’s influence on education, for 

example Jews have 200 Educational Centers.   

 

4) WWII Resolution.  Zbyszek is working on finding a way to get addresses of Congressmen’s 

assistants responsible for congressional bills. Having those would make much easier for 

legislators to get their message through.  

 

5) Orchard Lake. Władek: right now, at this moment the Council of Regents will vote to 

suspend their earlier decision in the Spring to close the seminar study. Discussion and 

voting will take place because of the motion of the Seminary Board of Trustees of the 

Seminary of St. Cyril and Methodius in Orchard Lake on November 2, 2021. This application 

concerns the suspension of the decision to close the Seminar until June 1, 2022. 

By the end of April 2022, the rector of the Seminary, Fr. dr. Bernard Witek SDS will develop 

and present to the Council of Regents a plan for the reconstruction of the Seminary. 

 

 Next PACT meeting:  Thursday, 12-09-21 at 3 PM EST  
 No meeting on Thanksgiving and on first Thursdays of the month because on Wednesdays, 
we traditionally have Inter-Divisional meetings at 8 PM    
 
  AGENDA will be announced. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brandeis_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antony_Polonsky#cite_note-brandeis-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Holocaust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antony_Polonsky#cite_note-ushmm-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Jews_in_Poland


Spend Thanksgiving with your friends and family !  

 
 

 
               zk,11-22-21 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

PACT’21 - Meeting #33 

 Thursday – December 9, 2021      3 – 4:40 PM EST 

Participants: 

Andrzej, Edmund, Halina, Jacek, Krysia, Richard, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

“Small victories are better, repeatable and well-established” 
 

Sorry for connecting 10 minutes late to the meeting. It was due to miscalculating our arrival time 
to the Windham Viva Maya Resort.   

 
1) Attempts to reject the WEP. The reply for the September letter from minister Anna Schmidt 

has still not been prepared. Also, no massage was sent to the Social Security Committee to 

submit H.R.82 for voting. There are enough co-sponsors. Pressing the Committee is the 

key.  These delays show importance of having a project manager.    

 

2) Hearing in the House Subcommittee on Europe of mayors of “Free Cities”. Jacek 

prepared a reaction to the hearing which covers very well our sentiments. The text was 

improved by an English language expert and will be sent to all 435 congressmen.  Edmund 

resent us the link in Halina’s Facebook post. He also explained how to reduce links.   

 

3) Meeting with Mark Brzezinski.  We already spelled out what we want to ask and who 

should participate at the meeting a week ago. Zbyszek will write the first draft     

 

4) WWII Resolution, H.Res.664. Jacek professionally and successfully solicited for emails (I 

was a witness!)  from Congressional staffers. We already have the message, instructions 

and list of constituents. We will call the selected voters and explain what we expect from 

them. Zbyszek got advice from Philip to postpone a push to submit this bill for voting.  

 

5) Holocaust Museums.  Krysia wants to organize protests on June 14th (anniversary of first 

transportations to Auschwitz) by entrances to museums, because Poles are omitted from 

narratives about concentration camps. Stefan is an expert on this and we will turn to him.      

https://www.confessionsofahomeschooler.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/peanuts-thanksgiving-desktop-backgrounds.jpg


 

6) Candidacy for Governor of New York announced Tom Suozzi, a common-sense 

Democrat with a solid record as a Mayor, County Executive and Member of Congress.  

Halina and Zbyszek are going to participate in the Cocktail Reception Kickoff at Sheraton in 

NYC, on January 10th, 2022.  Minimum donation is $250 and they hope it is worth.  

 

 Next PACT meeting:  Friday, 12-17-21 at 3 PM EST  
 We will be on the way to NYC on Thursday afternoon, thus postponement.  
. 
  AGENDA will be announced.                                                                                     zk,12-13-21 

 
 

 
Right after the arrival, 
 I connected to our 
meeting from this 
lobby 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Entering the beach at 
Windham Viva  
on Riviera Maya 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

                                         
 

      
                                                    Chichen Itza pyramid 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

ACT’21 - Meeting #34 

 Friday – December 17, 2021     3 – 5:23 PM EST 

Participants: Andrzej, Halina, Jacek, Krysia, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

“Small victories are better, repeatable and well-established” 
 

Exceptionally, we had meeting on Friday because Thursday afternoon we were flying home.   
 

1) Attempts to reject the WEP. Andrzej reported that because of proximity of Christmas 

noneof the team members is interested to work on the letter to minister Anna Schmidt.   
 

2) Hearing in the House Subcommittee on Europe of mayors of “Free Cities”. Jacek sent 

the letter of disappointment about ways this hearing was conducted via fax and email to 431 

Representatives, on Dec. 14. The letter was signed by CPA, a few PAC divisions and PASI.  
 

3) Meeting with Mark Brzezinski.  Zbyszek wrote the first draft of request for meeting and 

proposal of questions. He feels that the approval of Mark by Senate is just a formality, as 

there is no other candidate, Tomek added to the draft valuable remarks. Discussion followed. 

Mark’s statements during his examination by the Senate should be taken into account. Also, 

President Duda’s declaration was mentioned that Poles are against LGBT ideology and not 

against somebody’s sexual preferences. It was decided that in coming days those who are 

interested will meet and prepare the final version.      
 

4) Commemorating the 40th Anniversary of Martial Law. Jacek participated in an event 

organized by Klara at the Kosciuszko statue in Washington. Andrzej, Solidarity activist, was 

expelled from Poland. He told us about events in New Jersey.  

5) Approaching libraries. Krystyna sent us descriptions of the 3 books she requested 
yesterday at her local library: > One Star Away by Imogene Salva, Joasia Pelszynska 
(Editor) > Wearing the Letter P: Polish Women as Forced Laborers in Nazi Germany, 1939-
1945 Sophie Hodorowicz Knab > A Homeland Denied: In the Footsteps of a Polish POW 

      by Irena Kossakowski. 

      All three books are autobiographical non-fiction, written by children of the victims of the war 

crimes.  It involved filling out three index cards designed for that purpose. There is also an 

online option on the library home page.  It is simple, local, and does not require a group 

effort.  She also asked the library manager who is responsible for "programming".     

Krystyna requested from all of us to follow her example to make Polonia visible. 

6) Way to teach history. Tomek told us about his son’s young teacher who requests to connect 

dots, forcing students to think on their own. An example that should be widely followed. Prof. 

Andrzej Zybertowicz’es observations of young generation and his proposals were reminded.  

 Next PACT meeting:  Thursday, 12-30-21 at 3 PM EST  
 We will not meet this week because of proximity to Christmas 
 

  AGENDA will be announced. 

               zk,12-19-21 

Życzę Państwu Magicznych Świąt Bożego Narodzenia, 
wypełnionych zapachem choinki, ciepłem, serdecznością i miłością. 

Niech pamięć o tym specjalnym czasie 

dodaje nam sił w Nowym Roku ! 
 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/%22Imogene%20Salva%22?Ntk=P_key_Contributor_List&Ns=P_Sales_Rank&Ntx=mode+matchall
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/%22Joasia%20Pelszynska%22?Ntk=P_key_Contributor_List&Ns=P_Sales_Rank&Ntx=mode+matchall
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/s/%22Joasia%20Pelszynska%22?Ntk=P_key_Contributor_List&Ns=P_Sales_Rank&Ntx=mode+matchall


 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

May the magic of the birth of Christ 

give us all  

the positive energy in the New Year ! 
 
 

 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

PACT’21 - Meeting #35 

Thursday – December 30, 2021    3 – 5:41 PM EST 

Participants: Andrzej, Edmund, Gienek, Jacek, Tomek, Władek, Zbyszek 
 

attitude towards cooperation “let’s make Polonia great again” 
 

1) Invitation of President Spula (is attached) to the meeting was questioned because of his 

attitude towards cooperation. Majority agreed however, that his presence is important in this 

kind of events besides other presidents of Polish organizations. 

2) Józef Haller's Army. Władek’s new idea and project: he is going to investigate if at schools 

in Poland is taught about the general's contribution to regaining independence. Andrzej 

quickly checked and found in a book distributed from Poland for Saturdays’ schools a note 

about Haller.    

3) President Spula’s letter sent separately to Andrzej Jacek, Ryszard and Zbyszek was read 

and commented on (is attached). All agreed that a real respect to Mr. Spula would bring him 

a letter praising the project of a meeting with the ambassador. Especially since there are so 

few initiatives top-down and bottom up in the Polish American Congress. The culture of 

action in the PAC must be changed to be attractive to its members and Polonia. The role of 

president should be to coordinate actions not concentrating on criticizing or torpeding them. 

Cooperation with other organizations is one of the keys to speaking with one voice, not the 

PAC dictatorship. It was decided to write a letter to President with our thoughts. 

4) Action concerning the WEP. Gienek wrote a thank you note in Polish and English for all 

who participated in the support action of HR. 82 and its version in Senate S.1302. He asked 

the team working on this project to make corrections if necessary and when the note will be 

ready, he asked Jacek to send it to individuals and representatives of organizations (he 

attached the list). Gienek worked on the thank you letter under difficult conditions as he was 

busy with  many duties  after his wife broke her arm in many places. 



5) Questions to new Ambassador. The last version, that a few people worked on it 
yesterday, was presented by Andrzej.  Władek: Ambassador will be sending reports that will 
be the basis for the US government's actions towards Poland. Tomek: we can ask if the 
Ambassador believes that there is freedom of speech in Poland. Zbyszek would ask a 
simple question: we are afraid of the second Yalta; how can we prevent it? One of our goals 
should be to establish two-way communication with the Ambassador. 
 

 Next PACT meeting:  Thursday, 01-13-22 at 3 PM EST  
 We will not meet this week because of PAC_IDC meeting this Wednesday, Jan.5, at 8 PM 
 

  AGENDA will be announced. 
               zk, 01-1-21 

Recommended: 
Wywiad z Jurkiem Różalskim  
https://pnn24tv.com/  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Zbyszek Koralewski 
<zkoral@aol.com> 
To: frank.spula@pna-znp.org 
<frank.spula@pna-znp.org> 
Cc: tkuzma@polishfalcons.org <tkuzma@polishfalcons.org>; markpienkos2012@gmail.com 
<markpienkos2012@gmail.com>; pacbozenak@gmail.com <pacbozenak@gmail.com>; 
tkolodziej@pac1944.org <tkolodziej@pac1944.org>; ms.anselmo1@gmail.com 
<ms.anselmo1@gmail.com>; micheline-jaminski@prcua.org <micheline-jaminski@prcua.org>; 
hr.josephmikolajrejjr@gmail.com <hr.josephmikolajrejjr@gmail.com>; bozenamclees@gmail.com 
<bozenamclees@gmail.com>; dziecko2@comcast.net <dziecko2@comcast.net>; brozo@verizon.net 
<brozo@verizon.net>; arburghardt@hotmail.com <arburghardt@hotmail.com>; jmarczyn@yahoo.com 
<jmarczyn@yahoo.com>; christopher.waz@gmail.com <christopher.waz@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thu, Dec 23, 2021 7:58 pm 
Subject: Invitation to participate in the meeting w/ Ambassador 

Dear Mr. Spula, 
 

As you may have heard earlier from Tomek Kolodziej or learned from the last Inter-Divisional meeting a 
few weeks ago, the Long Island Division is in the process of arranging a meeting with the new 
Ambassador to Poland, Mr. Brzezinski.  
 

We believe your participation or your designee, will substantially contribute to the best outcome of this 
meeting. 
 

Please respond at your earliest convenience. 
 

Respectfully, 
 
Zbyszek Koralewskii, VP for American Affairs 
PAC Long Island Division 

https://pnn24tv.com/


 
 

 
 

 


